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2 List of abbreviations 

ANOVA – Analysis of variance 

CFA – complete Freund’s adjuvant 

CGRP – calcitonin gene related peptide 

CNS – central nervous system 

DAB – diaminobenzidine 

DAPI – 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole 

(d)DC – (dermal) dendritic cell 

pDC – plasmacytoid dendritic cell 

DMARDs – disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs 

DPA – dynamic plantar aesthesiometer 

DRG – dorsal root ganglion 

ECS – extracellular solution 

EKA, -B, -C, -D – endokinin-A, -B, -C, -D 

ELISA – enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay 

FMT® – fluorescence molecular tomographic imaging 

GABA – gamma-aminobutyric acid 

GFAP – Glial fibrillary acidic protein 

GPCR – G-protein coupled receptor 

HK-1 – hemokinin-1 

hr-NGF – human recombinant NGF 

i.p. – intraperitoneal  
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i.v. – intravenous  

Iba1 – Ionized calcium binding adaptor molecule 1 

IL – interleukin 

IVIS – in vivo imaging system 

KO – knock out 

L – lumbar  

LL-37 – human cathelicidin-derived antimicrobial peptide 

MAPK – mitogen-activated protein kinase 

MCT – mast cell tryptase 

MPO – myeloperoxidase 

Mrgpr – mouse Mas-related G-protein coupled receptor 

MrgprB2 – mouse Mas-related G-protein coupled receptor type B2 

MRGPR – human Mas-related G-protein coupled receptor type 

MRGPRX2 – human Mas-related G-protein coupled receptor type X2 

NFκB – nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells 

NGF – nerve growth factor 

NK1, 2, 3 – tachykinin neurokinin 1, -2, or -3 receptor 

NKA – neurokinin-A  

NKB – neurokinin-B 

NMDA – N-methyl-D-aspartate 

NO – nitrogen monoxide 

NSAID – nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs 
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PAG – periaqueductal gray matter 

PAR2 – protease-activated receptor 2 

PBS – phosphate-buffered saline 

PCR – polymerase chain reaction 

PFA – paraformaldehyde  

PMSF – phenylmethanesulfonyl fluoride 

PSL – partial sciatic nerve ligation 

PTX – pertussis toxin 

RA – rheumatoid arthritis 

ROI – region of interest 

RTX – resiniferatoxin 

s.c. – subcutaneous 

SEM – standard error of the mean 

SNSR – sensory neuron-specific G protein-coupled receptors 

SP – substance P 

Tac1 – tachykinin precursor 1 or preprotachykinin-A gene 

Tac3 – tachykinin precursor 3 or preprotachykinin-B gene 

Tac4 – mouse tachykinin precursor 4 or preprotachykinin-C gene 

TAC4 – human tachykinin precursor 4 or preprotachykinin-C gene 

Tacr1 – tachykinin receptor 1 gene 

TCR – T cell receptor 

TG – trigeminal ganglion 
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Th1 – T helper 1 cell 

Th17 – T helper 17 cell 

Th2 – T helper 2 cell 

TNFα – tumor necrosis factor alpha 

TRPA1 – Transient Receptor Potential Ankyrin-1 (TRPA1) ion channel 

TRPV1 – Transient Receptor Potential Vanilloid-1 (TRPV1) ion channel 

WT – wild type  
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3 Introduction 

3.1 Pain, inflammation, and the immune system 

Pain is one of the most common complaints for people seeking medical help with an annual 

economic toll of over 600 billion dollars reported in the USA alone1. While in most cases the 

underlying problem can be resolved, and short term pain medication is sufficient, about 10-20% 

of pain can becomes chronic, with prevalence increasing among older adults2–4. Chronic pain can 

result in detrimental effects on a person’s sociopsychological state, and so there are continuous 

efforts to better define and diagnose these conditions5. The currently used main groups of 

analgesic drugs are nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), opioids, and adjuvant 

analgesics (e.g., antidepressants, anticonvulsants). These medications are not effective in every 

case, and especially long-term administration can lead to a variety of side-effects6, necessitating 

non-pharmacological approaches in pain management7, and fueling research to identify new 

targets for the development of new analgesics. While most research concentrates on structures 

of the nervous system, it is important to note that many forms of chronic pain begin with 

(autoimmune) inflammation adding a difficult to treat neurogenic component, and vice versa, 

damage to the nervous system potentially resulting in chronic pain can lead to local inflammation 

as well8,9. The long-held belief that the nervous system is an immunologically isolated area has 

been challenged on multiple points. Nociceptors have been shown to release neuropeptides that 

regulate immune cells10; microglia (the resident macrophages of the brain) as well as other 

immune cells and immune-related signaling molecules influence the developing brain11, and 

lymphatic vessels have been discovered in the meninges12,13. Exploring the interactions between 

the nervous- and immune system and the molecules involved in the crosstalk between them 

could advance our knowledge of both neurological and autoimmune conditions (especially ones 

with painful symptoms) whose therapy hold unmet medical needs today.  

Pain is transmitted by specialized sensory neurons called nociceptors. Nociceptors can be quick 

conducting (12-30 m/s) thin myelin sheathed Aδ-fibers responsible for somatic pain, or slow 

conducting (0.5-2 m/s) C-fibers without a myelin sheath responsible for secondary, diffuse pain14. 

The cell body of nociceptors can be found in the dorsal root ganglion (DRG), after entering the 

spinal cord the central branch ends in the lamina I-II of the dorsal spinal horn. This nociceptor is 
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the first part of the ascending pain tract which transmits the painful stimulus through the 

contralateral spinothalamic tract to the thalamus, then to the somatosensory cortex15. The 

descending pathways modulate the sensation (Figure 1). The periaqueductal grey matter (PAG) 

in the mid-brain integrates the descending inhibitory pathways, where serotonin and 

endogenous opioids are the most important neurotransmitters, as well as norepinephrine from 

the locus coeruleus and gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA)16. 

 

Figure 1. Ascending (orange) and descending (blue) pain pathways of the central nervous system. 

Upper insert shows glia activation and consequent neuroinflammation sensitizing neurons in the 

dorsal horn of the spinal cord and lower insert shows peripheral sensitization in the injured tissue. 

(Martyn et al., 2019.)15 
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A subtype of the nociceptors is the capsaicin sensitive nerve ending which expresses the 

Transient Receptor Potential Vanilloid-1 (TRPV1) ion channel on its surface17. These are 

polymodal nerve fibers which can be activated by several different types of stimuli like heat-, 

mechanical- and chemical stimuli. Aside from these classical afferent functions, they also have an 

efferent function which is activated without a reflex mechanism18. This local efferent function is 

called neurogenic inflammation when inflammatory neuropeptides like tachykinins (substance P 

= SP and neurokinin-A = NKA) and calcitonin gene related peptide (CGRP) are released from the 

nerve endings. In addition, as a systemic efferent function, anti-inflammatory agents like 

somatostatin are released into the systemic circulation which counteract the neurogenic 

inflammation19. 

In response to continuous stimulation nociceptors become sensitized through both peripheral 

and central mechanisms20. Peripheral sensitization occurs in the tissues, in the vicinity of the 

nociceptors. Mediators (H+, NO, histamine, nerve growth factor = NGF, tumor necrosis factor 

alpha = TNFα) released from the leukocytes and the nerve endings activate their receptors on 

the nerve terminals, leading to direct action potential generation (activation), and/or 

sensitization. As a result of sensitization, the threshold of the nociceptor decreases and the 

reaction to stimuli becomes more intense resulting in hyperalgesia (a mildly painful stimulus 

causing intensive pain reaction)21, and spontaneous pain can develop as well.  

Persistent nociceptive activity can lead to central sensitization, where the modulation in the 

central nervous system (CNS) plays a crucial role as well (amplification, emotional component), 

so the pain sensation is not decided exclusively by the activation of the nociceptor22. Descending 

facilitatory pathways can become enhanced and overcome the descending inhibitory pathways23. 

In the spinal cord the wind-up mechanism occurs in the synapse between the nociceptor and the 

secondary neuron. The N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor of glutamate becomes free on 

the post-synaptic cleft due to a series of molecular reactions involving the tachykinin SP and its 

tachykinin neurokinin 1 (NK1) receptor 24. Since SP and NK1 receptor play such a pivotal role in 

pain transmission, efforts have been made to develop an NK1 receptor antagonist as a new type 

of analgesic drug, however, while NK1 receptor antagonists were effective in animal models of 

pain, they had no effect in human pain conditions and have been repurposed as antiemetics25. 
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Apparently, some additional complexity in the human tachykinin system was able to circumvent 

these new types of analgesics, and years of research have uncovered new peptides and 

tachykinin receptors, adding further nuances to the relationship between the nervous- and 

immune systems as well. 

3.2 Hemokinin-1, the newest member of the tachykinin family 

3.2.1 Tachykinins and receptors 

Tachykinins represent a classical neuropeptide family, their members include SP, NKA and 

neurokinin-B (NKB). The name tachykinin refers to the ability of SP to produce rapid contraction 

of smooth muscle as opposed to the slow contraction caused by bradykinin, while the 

“neurokinin” name reflects the earliest data regarding their role in the nervous system: SP and 

NKA could be found primarily in the CNS and primary sensory neurons, NKB in brain and spinal 

cord. Tachykinins consist of 10-11 amino acids with a conserved FXGLM-NH2 sequence (X being 

an aromatic or an aliphatic amino acid) on their C-terminal end which is responsible for receptor 

activation. The C-terminal end is amidated and deamination results in the decrease of their 

activity26. The N-terminal region is hydrophilic and varies between tachykinins. Their molecular 

targets are G-protein coupled receptors: NK1-, NK2- and NK3 receptors. Every tachykinin can bind 

to each receptor, but with different affinities: SP shows preference to NK1 receptor, NKA to NK2 

receptor and NKB to NK3 receptor. They are encoded by the tachykinin precursor genes: 

preprotachykinin-A gene (Tac1) encodes both SP and NKA by alternative splicing, 

preprotachykinin-B gene (Tac3) encodes NKB (Table 1).  

Table 1. Genes, prefered receptors and main localisations of tachykinins 
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In later years evidence increased of these peptides being expressed in non-neuronal tissues. SP 

and NKA were found in the airways27, SP in the endothel28 and leukocytes29, and NKB was 

discovered in the entirely nerve-free placenta30. In 2000 the newest member of the tachykinin 

family, hemokinin-1 (HK-1) was discovered in the (also non-neuronal) lymphopoietic bone 

marrow stem cells of mice31. 

3.2.2 HK-1 and endokinins 

HK-1 is an undecapeptide which has the characteristic C terminus of tachykinins (Phe-X-Gly-Leu-

Met-NH2) (Figure 2). It shows a remarkable structural resemblance to SP, so much so that the 

effort to reliably differentiate them from each other continues to date32.  

Figure 2. Molecular structure of HK-1 from https://www.mybiosource.com/Hemokinin-1-peptide 

It is encoded by the preprotachykinin-C gene (Tac4), which is not an evolutionarily conserved 

gene; different peptides are derived from it in different species. In mice the Tac4 gene product is 

a single peptide, the rat/mouse HK-1, whereas in humans several isoforms can be found. There 

are 4 splice variants, the α-, β-, γ-, δTAC4 that result in a diverse group of peptides (Table 2)33. 

Table 2. Genes, splice variants ang gene products of HK-1. Products in bold: classic tachykinins 

with FXGLM-NH2 motif, products in regular font: tachykinins with GLL-NH2 motif. EKA, -B, -C, -D: 

endokinin A, B, C, D; hHK-1: human hemokinin-1; r/mHK-1: rat/mouse hemokinin-1; hHK-1(4-11): 

truncated human HK-1 
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3.2.3 HK-1: molecular mechanism of action 

Predictably, HK-1 shows the highest affinity to the NK1 receptor, though HK-1 is a full agonist on 

all three tachykinin receptors34. The NK1 receptor is G-protein coupled, has several isoforms, and 

can activate different types of signal transduction in different cells. Phosphorilation of the 

serine/threonine residues at the C-terminal end can deactivate the receptor, and a truncated 

isoform exists as a result of alternative pre-mRNA splicing, where the loss of the last 96 C-terminal 

amino acids results in weakened function35 and decreased ligand affinity36. The glicosilation of 

the N-terminal site elicits signal transduction and ligand binding as well as prevents receptor 

internalization.37 (Figure 3) 

Figure 3. Structure of NK1-receptor. The extracellular N-terminal part shows glycosylation, the 

serine/threonine amino acids marked with red on the intracellular C-terminal part are possible 

sites of phosphorylation resulting in weakened function.   (Garcia-Recio et Gascón, 2015.)38 

The signal transduction of the activated NK1 receptor is complex and tissue specific. Proposed 

signaling pathways include adenyl cyclase enzyme activation and inhibition, activating 

phospholipase C and consequently increasing intracellular Ca2+ level, and activation of Rho/Rock 

pathway leading to cytoskeleton reorganization and cell migration38 (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4. Possible signal transduction pathways activated by the NK1 receptor (Garcia-Recio et 

Gascón, 2015.)38 AC: adenyl cyclase; AMPc: cyclic adenosyl monophosphate; PKA: protein kinase 

A; NF-κB: nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells; PLC: phospholypase C; 

PKC: protein kinase C; PIP2: Phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate; IP3: inositol 1,4,5-

trisphosphate; DAG: diacylglycerol; PI3K: Phosphoinositide 3-kinases; MEK: mitogen-activated 

protein kinase kinase; pMLC: phosphorylated myosin light chain; IL: interleukin 

HK-1 can activate the NK1 receptor as its N-terminal region binds to the extracellular loop and 

helps the insertion of the C-terminal region into the transmembrane part of the receptor.39 While 

the affinity of HK-1 to NK1 receptor was comparable to SP, it was 500 times less potent at 

activating NK2 receptor and NK3 receptor than SP34, and also showed differences in the molecular 

mechanism, as HK-1 did not elicit the desensitization and internalization of the receptor40. The 
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other TAC4 gene products found in humans further vary the picture of receptor-ligand 

interactions: while EKA and EKB also show the highest affinity toward the NK1 receptor, EKC and 

EKD do not seem to bind to any of the known NK receptors33. These variations can be explained 

in part by the NK1 receptor subtypes, since beyond the “classic” receptor, “septide sensitive” and 

“new NK1-sensitive” subtypes also exist41, however other evidence has suggested the presence 

of unidentified molecular target(s) of HK-1. Studies of gene knock-out (KO) mice showed that HK-

1-deficient and NK1 receptor-deficient mice do not behave the same in certain disease models. 

HK-1-deficient Tac4 KO mice showed milder inflammation of the airways, while NK1 receptor-

deficient Tacr1 KO mice did not42. Recently it has been discovered that tachykinins can act on 

Mas-related G-protein coupled receptors (MRGPR). These are a family of receptors formerly 

known as sensory neuron-specific G protein-coupled receptors (SNSR)43, which were identified 

in the early 2000s44, and are located mainly on primary sensory neurons and mast cells45. Older 

NK1 receptor antagonists such as aprepitant can inhibit both NK1 receptor and Mrgpr in mice, but 

not in humans, whereas novel dual action antagonists can inhibit human MRGPR as well46. Since 

these receptors play a role in nociception47, this observation is a possible explanation for the 

ineffectiveness of NK1 receptor antagonists as analgesics in humans despite being effective in 

rodents. HK-1 contributes to the development of asthma in murine models through NK1 receptor 

on mast cells, while in human mast cells it acted through MRGPRX2 receptor, not NK1 receptor48, 

making MRGPRs a likely candidate for HK-1’s missing target molecule. 

 

3.2.4 Physiological and pathophysiological role of HK-1 

As opposed to the other tachykinins, HK-1 was suggested to play an important role in the 

periphery rather than the nervous system. In humans TAC4 mRNA was found by PCR analysis 

in visceral and reproductive organs, skeletal muscle, thyroid gland, skin while in mice Tac4 mRNA 

was found in visceral organs, brain, thymus, spleen, and skin. Interestingly, HK-1 was scarcely 
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found in most regions of the brain, SP being the predominant tachykinin everywhere, except for 

the cerebellum. Here HK-1, and not SP showed a more remarkable expression (Figure 5)49. 

As its name suggests, HK-1 is the predominant tachykinin in the bone marrow as it is expressed 

in both myeloid and lymphoid precursor cells like monocytes, macrophages, dendritic cells, T 

cells, and B cells50,51. Its preferential expression in such peripheral tissues can be explained by the 

regulatory mechanism in its promoter region, as well as NFκB promoting increased Tac4 

transcription in T cell lines52. HK-1 can enhance the maturing of B cells in the transition to antigen 

developing cells53, activate the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway and act as a 

co-stimulator in mature B cells54. HK-1 (and SP) can be found in the synapse between T cells and 

dendritic cells as NK1 receptor interacts with the T cell receptor to promote T cell maturation and 

survival55. Through the NK1 receptor HK-1 could also upregulate IL17A and IFNγ production in 

CD4+ T cells and contributes to the development of T helper (Th) 17 cells. HK-1 enhanced IL1β, 

IL6, and TNF-α, and IL23 production as well56. 

Since its discovery, some roles of HK-1 in the CNS have also been revealed: evidence points to 

the nociceptive effect of HK-1 (with some notable exceptions), as well as its interactions with 

Figure 5. Expression pattern of HK-1 and SP in different organs (A) and brain regions (B). 

HK-1 is predominantly peripheral, while SP is mainly found in the brain, except in the 

cerebellum, where HK-1 shows a higher expression.  (Duffy et al., 2003.) 
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well-established components of the pain pathway like opioids and glutamate. 

Intracerebroventricular administration of low dose (1–10 pmol) HK-1 caused nocifensive 

behavior, while high dose (≥0.1 nmol) caused analgesia, all of which could be counteracted by an 

NK1 receptor antagonist, as well as opioid antagonists57. Other studies have shown that lumbar 

intrathecal administration of 0.1 nmol HK-1 caused pain reaction in mice which could be inhibited 

by an NMDA receptor antagonist58, but not an NK1 receptor antagonist59. These results suggest 

that high doses of HK-1 might have non-specific actions resulting in divergent (e.g., analgesic) 

outcomes. Beyond this, HK-1 can potentiate the effects of TRPV1 activation, suppress TRP 

melastatin 8 (TRPM8) mediated cold-induced nociception, but has no influence on the effects of 

TRP ankyrin 1 (TRPA1) channels60. An increased amount of HK-1 was detected in the blood of 

patients with fibromyalgia61, a pathological condition with heightened pain sensitivity due to 

alterations in the central and peripheral pain pathways62. It has been suggested that a brain-

specific N-terminal acetylation of HK-1 can increase its potency in the CNS63. 

Tachykinins and their receptors are also known to promote tumor proliferation, growth, and 

survival, neovascularization, and metastatic progression and accordingly, some data regarding 

HK-1 has emerged as well64. An increased amount of HK-1 was detected in nasal lavage fluid of 

patients with nasal polyposis65; and in leiomyoma samples alongside an increased expression of 

truncated NK1 receptor isoform66. It promotes glioblastoma cell migration via the NK1 receptor67, 

as well as the migration of melanoma cells68. Other notable effects of HK-1 include contribution 

to immune and inflammatory responses in the gastrointestinal tract, and it is expressed in the 

human airways. It can decrease blood pressure, increase heart rate, and is involved in 

angiogenesis. It has an uterotonic effect on the non-pregnant uterus, and promotes sperm 

motility69. 

3.3 Arthritis 

Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is the most common autoimmune disorder of the joints characterized 

by chronic inflammation and severe pain. Although the inflammation can be effectively 

controlled by NSAIDs, steroids, disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs (DMARDs) and biologic 

agents70, pain is often resistant to these drugs71. Persistent pain has resulted in an increased use 
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of opioids among RA patients72, though opioids are not effective in all cases73 suggesting more 

complex pain pathomechanisms in RA and 

making pain management an unmet 

medical need. The joints are densely 

innervated by capsaicin-sensitive 

peptidergic sensory nerves74 expressing, 

among others, the TRPV1 and TRPA1 ion 

channels activated by a broad range of 

inflammatory mediators10 (Figure 6). 

These nerves play an important role in 

complex neurovascular-immune 

interactions resulting in chronic pain75. 

Recently, intensive investigations have 

been initiated to reveal sensitization 

processes at molecular76 and histological 

levels alike77 that convert inflammatory to 

central pain, contributing to persistent 

arthritic pain78. Exploration of these 

pathophysiological processes is hindered 

by the fact that no single animal model 

can mimic every aspect of RA, 

conclusions drawn from a single model 

might not necessarily apply to the human 

disease79. Studying the role of 

endogenous molecules of the sensory-

vascular-immune interactions is essential 

to identify key mediators and potential 

novel drug targets. 

Figure 6. Peripheral and central mechanisms of RA pain  

(Cao et al., 2020.). Proinflammatory cytokines released in the joint and CGRP 

sensitize sensory neurons. Activated glia in the spinal cord release mediators 

which contribute to neuroinflammation and central sensitization.    

PAG=periaqueductal grey matter; RVM=rostral ventromedial medulla; DRG: 

dorsal root ganglion; TNF: tumor necrosis factor; IL: interleukin; TRPV1: transient 

receptor potential vanilloid 1; ASICS: acid-sensing ion channels; CGRP(R): 

Calcitonin gene-related peptide (receptor); CXC(L/R): chemokine (C-X-C motif) 

ligand/receptor; TLR: toll-like receptor; HMGB1: high-mobility group box 1 

protein; MAPK: p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase; MMDAR: (s)FKN: (soluble) 

fractalkine; Cats: cathepsin S 
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3.4 Neuropathic pain 

Pain can originate from several sources like trauma, inflammation, cancer, metabolic diseases, 

but the most debilitating and therapeutically challenging form is neuropathic pain, which is a very 

typical symptom of diabetes, genetic diseases and nerve injury80. Neuropathy can be central 

(injury to the spinal cord or brain) or peripheral nerve damage; mononeuropathy if one nerve is 

affected (e.g., carpal tunnel syndrome) or polyneuropathy. There can be sensory-, motor- or 

vegetative symptoms based on what type of nerve has been involved. We can also classify it by 

etiology (diabetic, traumatic, chemotherapy induced, genetic etc.), or the cellular damage (axon 

and/or myelin damage)81. Gliosis can be an accompanying mechanism, both microglia and 

astrocytes can become activated at the site of nerve damage, or in the spinal cord where the 

central branch of the neuron ends82 ( Figure 7).  

NGF can be highlighted as a critical factor in nerve development, survival, and regeneration, as 

well as a transmitter of pain. Based on this contradictory action, both human recombinant NGF 

(hr-NGF) and the antagonist of TrkA, an NGF receptor have been tried as analgesics. The TrkA 

antagonist showed promising results in alleviating pain, while hr-NGF somewhat improved 

neuropathic pain, but increasing the dosage was not possible due to hyperalgesia, muscle- and 

joint pain occurring as side effects. In the pharmacological treatment of neuropathy NSAIDs are 

ineffective, and opioids have only limited use. The adjuvant analgesics currently in use (tricyclic 

antidepressants, antiepileptics) have common and severe side effects83, and in many cases the 

presently available pharmacotherapy is not satisfactory, there are several therapy-resistant 

patients84. Therefore, neuropathic pain is still an unmet medical need; understanding the 

underlying mechanisms and finding new key molecules is essential in determining new 

therapeutic targets. 
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Figure 7. Glia cells in the spinal cord with and without injury. Factors released after peripheral 

nerve injury activate microglia and astrocytes and stimulate T cell response. The released 

cytokines and chemokines disrupt the transmitter balance and result in enhanced excitation and 

sensitization (Calvo et al., 2012.)85  

TNF: tumor necrosis factor; BDNF: Brain-derived neurotrophic factor ; GABA: gamma-

Aminobutyric acid; AMPA: α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid; NMDA: N-

Methyl-D-aspartate; KCC: chloride potassium symporter; TRK B: tropomyosin receptor kinase B; 

TCR: T cell receptor 
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3.5 T-cell mediated skin pathologies: allergic contact dermatitis and psoriasis 

3.5.1 Allergic contact dermatitis 

Allergic contact dermatitis is a type IV delayed 

hypersensitivity reaction caused by a contact allergen in 2 

main phases: a sensitization phase, and an elicitation phase. 

A contact allergen is usually a small molecule that cannot 

induce an immune reaction by itself, but after entering the 

skin it can bind to local proteins. In the sensitization phase 

this hapten-protein conjugate will be taken up by the 

Langerhans cells (LC) or dermal dendritic cells d(DC), 

transported to the local lymph nodes and presented to T-

cells86 (Figure 8). The activation and maturation of the T-cells 

takes about 7 days in mice and 14 days in humans. The 

elicitation phase happens after the second encounter with 

the allergen, activating the T-lymphocytes and leading to 

redness, swelling, itching of the skin with cellular infiltration, 

skin lesions. Both Th1 and Th2 cells and cytokines may play 

a role in mouse models of allergic contact dermatitis87. This 

pathological immune response is modulated by the nervous 

system as well, TRPA1 on sensory neurons of the skin and 

NK1 receptor playing a role in the integration of immune and 

neuronal mechanisms88,89. 

  

Figure 8. Development of allergic contact dermatitis. The contact allergen is taken up by LCs or dDCs, to 

be presented in the lymph node to T cells in the sensitization phase. After the 2nd exposure, in the 

elicitation phase, these T cells will be responsible for symptom development. (Dhingra et al., 2013.)LC: 

Langerhans cell; dDC: dermal dendritic cell; IL: interleukin; KC: keratinocyte; TNF: tumor necrosis factor; 

IFN: interferon; GM-CSF: granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor; Th: T helper cell; Treg: 

regulatory T cell; EOS: eosinophile granulocyte 
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3.5.2 Psoriasis 

Psoriasis is an autoimmune disease mediated by Th1-cells affecting the skin and/or joints, with 

characteristic elevated, dry, itchy and scaly skin lesions90. Psoriasis can develop when LL-37 

(human cathelicidin-derived antimicrobial peptide) produced by keratinocytes binds bacterial or 

own DNA after injury. This protein-DNA complex will be taken up by plasmacytoid dendritic cells 

(pDC) in the skin. Furthermore, dermal dendritic cells stimulate the migration of autoimmune 

Th17 and Tc17 cells into the epidermis, where they produce IL17 and IL22 cytokines; and 

neutrophil infiltration mediated by IL17 can lead to pustular psoriasis91 (Figure 9). DCs in the skin 

are in close contact with sensory nerve endings and inhibiting the subset of TRPV1 and Nav1.8 

ion channel expressing fibers can stop the IL23 dependent formation of psoriasis92. Human case 

reports provide evidence that nerve injury was able to ameliorate psoriatic skin lesions in the 

affected dermatome, with recurrence of lesions after nerve recovery93. SP and NKA and their 

receptors have been reported in psoriatic biopsy samples in immune cells, and NKA in nerve 

endings as well94. There is some information regarding the role of HK-1 in T-cells. HK-1 plays a 

role in T-lymphopoiesis, it is expressed in dendritic cells, and NK1 receptor interacts with the T 

cell receptor (TCR) promoting the maturation and survival of T-cells55.  

Figure 9. Th17 cells in the development of psoriasis. The pDC cells produce mediators that contribute to Th17 

activation and the development of psoriatic lesions. (Conrad et al., 2018.)   

pDC: plasmacytoid dendritic cells; LL-37: human cathelicidin-derived antimicrobial peptide; CXCL: chemokine 

ligands; IL: interleukin; IFN: interferon; TNF: tumor necrosis factor; hBD: human beta defensin 
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4 Primary aims 

1. Determining the role of HK-1 in acute and chronic models of arthritis in relation to nervous 

system alterations. 

2. Analyzing the effect of HK-1 on primary sensory neuronal cultures. 

3. Investigating the role of HK-1 in acute pain conditions and peripheral traumatic 

mononeuropathy.  

4. Examining the role of HK-1 in T-cell mediated autoimmune models as allergic contact 

dermatitis and psoriasis. 
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5 Methods 

5.1 Animals 

Experiments were carried out on Tac1 (Tac1−/−), Tac4 (Tac4−/−) gene-deficient, NK1 receptor 

knockout (Tacr1−/−) mice and C57Bl/6 wild types (WT) of both sexes (8–12 weeks, 20–30 g). The 

original breeding pairs of the Tac1−/− and Tacr1−/− mice were obtained from the University of 

Liverpool, UK95,96, while those of the Tac4−/− mice were donated by Berger et al.97 Transgenic mice 

with deletion of Tac1, Tac4 or Tacr1 were generated on a C57Bl/6 background and backcrossed 

to homozygosity for > 5 generations prior to using C57Bl/6 mice as controls, purchased from 

Charles-River Ltd. (Hungary). Germline transmission of the mutated allele and excision of the 

selection cassette were verified by PCR analysis. Animals were bred and kept in conventional 

animal house of the Department of Pharmacology and Pharmacotherapy, University of Pécs at 

24–25 °C, 12 h light/dark cycles. Animals were provided standard diet and water ad libitum. Mice 

were housed in groups of 5–10 in polycarbonate cages (330 cm2 floor space, 12 cm height) on 

wood shaving bedding. Behavioral tests and perfusion were carried out in the laboratory of the 

Department in the morning. The animals had a 60-min period prior each experiment for 

acclimatization. Anesthesia was performed by intraperitoneal (i.p.) administration of ketamine 

and xylazine (100 mg/kg and 10 mg/kg, respectively). The investigator was always blinded to the 

treatments and the genotypes of the mice. 

5.2 Ethics 

All experiments were carried out according to the European Communities Council Directive of 

2010/63/EU and Consideration Decree of Scientific Procedures of Animal Experiments 

(243/1988). The studies were approved by the Ethics Committee on Animal Research of Pécs 

University according to the Ethical Codex of Animal Experiments (BA 02/2000-9/2011), (BA 

02/2000–2/2012), (BAI/35/55-76/2017). 
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5.3 Experimental models 

The measurement methods of the models are described in chapter 5.4. (Investigational techniques). 

5.3.1 Induction of arthritis 

5.3.1.1 K/BxN serum transfer arthritis (chronic) 

K/BxN are a strain of mice that express the T cell receptor transgene KRN and the MHC class II 

molecule (Ag7)98 and spontaneously develop joint inflammation reminiscent of human 

rheumatoid arthritis99. Administering the serum of these animals to other mouse strains evokes 

a passive serum transfer arthritis as the IgG class autoantibodies in their serum target the 

glucose-6-phosphate isomerase in the recipient mouse leading to the activation of the cells 

innate immune system as well100. We gave an i.p. injection of 150-150 µl K/BxN serum on day 0 

and day 3 of the experiment. The resulting arthritis spontaneously resolves 3-4 weeks after 

treatment. Mice in the control group received 150-150 µl of non-arthritogenic BxN serum. We 

also added a group of non-treated (intact) mice for the Tac4 mRNA PCR measurement (Figure 

10). 

 

Figure 10. K/BxN-induced arthritis experiment protocol 

We measured the mechanonociceptive threshold with dynamic plantar aesthesiometry (DPA), 

paw volume with plethysmometry, cold tolerance by measuring paw withdrawal latency from 

0°C water, heat threshold with hot plate and arthritis disease severity by grid-test, visual score, 

and weight monitoring. Control measurements were performed the week before treatment. 

Plasma extravasation was measured with fluorescence molecular tomographic imaging (FMT) 
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and MPO-activity with the in vivo imaging system (IVIS). The DRG and spinal cord of WT mice 

were processed on day 6 to measure Tac4 mRNA level by PCR, tibiotarsal joints were obtained 

on day 14 from all groups for histological staining and evaluation.   

Histology was performed by Éva Borbély, Tacr1-/- measurements by Báint Botz. PCR was 

performed with the help of Krisztina Pohóczky, DRG extraction was done by Éva Szőke. 

5.3.1.2 Tryptase-induced arthritis (acute) 

Mast cell tryptase (MCT) can be found in abundance in synovial fluid contributing to the 

inflammation in different types of arthritis (RA, osteoarthritis, spondyloarthritis) by activating the 

protease-activated receptor 2 (PAR2) on the sensory nerves and inflammatory cells. To 

investigate acute inflammatory synovial microcirculatory changes, 1 h after guanethidine (12 

mg/kg i.p., Sigma) pretreatment, MCT (Merck Millipore) was applied topically to the synovial 

membrane of the knee joint (12 μg/ml, 20 μl), after removing the skin under anesthesia. 

Contralateral knee joint was treated with 0.9% saline. Blood flow was continuously monitored by 

laser Speckle imaging for 40 min after the treatment, and the differences compared to the 

baseline values of the respective area were calculated. To measure acute inflammatory 

hyperalgesia and edema, MCT was injected intra-articularly (20 μl, 12 μg/ml) into the right knee 

joint. The paw mechanonociceptive threshold and knee diameter were measured at 2, 4, and 6 

h post-injection (Figure 11). 

These measurements were performed by Éva Borbély and Katinka Békefi. 

 

 

Figure 11. MCT-induced arthritis experiment protocol 
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Complete Freund’s adjuvant (CFA) arthritis (acute) 

CFA is heat-killed Mycobacterium tuberculosis suspended in paraffin oil (1 mg/ml; Sigma-Aldrich) 

which is taken up by macrophages, activating their reactive oxygen species, cytokine and enzyme 

generation within a few hours causing localized arthritis of the injected joint without severe 

systemic symptoms. CFA (20 μl) was injected into the right mouse knee joint under ketamine-

xylazine anaesthesia. Contralateral knee joint was treated with 20 μl 0.9% saline. Paw 

mechanonociceptive threshold and antero-posterior knee diameter were measured 2, 6, and 24 

h after CFA administration, changes were expressed as percentage of change compared to the 

pre-injection values. Myeloperoxidase (MPO) activity was measured 24 h after treatment (Figure 

12).  

These measurements were performed by Éva Borbély and Katinka Békefi. 

 

Figure 12. CFA-induced arthritis experiment protocol 
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5.3.2 Pain models 

5.3.2.1 Examination of formalin-induced acute somatic nocifensive behavior  

Acute somatic chemonociception was elicited by formalin (Formaldehydum solutum 37%; Ph.Hg. 

VII.; 50 μl, 2.5%) injected subcutaneously (s.c.) into the plantar surface of the right hind paw. 

Nocifensive behavior – lifting, licking, and shaking movement of the treated hind paw – 

developed in two phases. The evolvement of the first phase (0–5 min, early phase) is thought to 

occur due to a direct activation of sensory nerve terminals, while the second one (20–45 min, 

late phase) develops mainly as a result of the release of acute inflammatory mediators.101 In both 

periods: the duration of nocifensive behavior was determined (Figure 13).102,103  

These measurements were performed by Zsófia Hajna and Tímea Gubányi 

 

Figure 13. Examined phases of nocifensive behavior after formalin treatment 
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5.3.2.2 Investigation of acetic acid-evoked acute visceral nocifensive reaction (writhing test)  

In order to investigate acute visceral chemonociception, i.p. administration of acetic acid (0.2 ml 

per mouse, 0.6%) was carried out. As a result of chemical irritation of the peritoneum, abdominal 

contractions (writhing movements) occurred, regarded as typical sign of visceral nocifensive 

behavior. For quantitative assessment of this reaction, animals were placed in a transparent 

plastic box immediately after the injection and the amount of writhing movements was counted 

during the 0–5, 5–20 and 20–30 min time intervals (Figure 14).104  

These measurements were performed by Zsófia Hajna and Tímea Gubányi 

Figure 14. Acetic acid-evoked visceral pain experiment protocol 
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5.3.2.3 Resiniferatoxin (RTX)-induced thermal allodynia and mechanical hyperalgesia 

 Acute neurogenic inflammation of the right hind paw was evoked by intraplantar injection of the 

ultrapotent TRPV1 receptor agonist RTX (20 μl, 0.03 μg/ml i.pl.). RTX evokes an acute neurogenic 

inflammatory reaction including the evolvement of a rapid thermal allodynia, and a subsequent 

mechanical hyperalgesia.105 Heat threshold was examined with hot plate, mechanonociceptive 

threshold with DPA. Both parameters were expressed as % of change compared to the pre-

treatment control values (Figure 15).103  

These measurements were performed by Zsófia Hajna and Tímea Gubányi 

 

Figure 15. RTX-induced pain experiment protocol 

5.3.2.4 Investigation of neuropathic pain (partial sciatic nerve ligation, PSL)  

Several methods of evoking traumatic neuropathic pain are available, in our lab the partial sciatic 

nerve ligation has been established as a reliable method106. About 1/3–1/2 of the right sciatic 

nerve was ligated under anesthesia (Figure 16). In sham-operated group sciatic nerve was 

located, but not ligated, and an intact group was added for CNS immunohistochemistry 

examination. 
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Figure 16. Surgical procedure of PSL 

Before and after operation, we measured mechanonociceptive threshold with DPA, cold 

tolerance by measuring path withdrawal latency from 0°C water, motor coordination with 

accelerating rotarod. Decrease in mechanonociceptive threshold and cold tolerance were 

expressed as percentage change in comparison to the preoperative baseline values. On the 7th 

day paw homogenates were obtained to examine NGF-levels with Enzyme-linked 

immunosorbent assay (ELISA). On the 14th day after operation brain and spinal cord were 

removed for immunohistochemistry processing (Figure 17).  

Removal of spinal cord and brain, as well as immunohistological staining were performed with 

the help of Balázs Gaszner and Izabella Orbán. 

 

Figure 17. PSL-induced neuropathic pain experiment protocol 
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5.3.3 In vitro primary sensory neuron experiments 

5.3.3.1 Primary Cultures of Trigeminal Ganglion (TG) Neurons  

TG cultures were prepared from neonatal NMRI mice. Ganglia were excised in ice-cold 

phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), incubated in PBS containing collagenase Type XI (1 mg/ml) and 

then in PBS with deoxyribonuclease I (1,000 units/ml) for 8 min. Cells were plated on poly-D-

lysin-coated glass coverslips in a medium containing Dulbecco’s-Modified Eagle Mediumlow 

glucose, 5% horse serum, 5% newborn calf serum, 5% fetal bovine serum, 0.1% penicillin-

streptomycin, 200 ng/ml NGF. Cells were maintained at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere with 

5% CO2
107.  

These measurements were performed by Éva Szőke and Maja Payrits. 

5.3.3.2 Ratiometric Technique of Intracellular Free Calcium Concentration ([Ca2+]i) 

Measurement with the Fluorescent Indicator Fura-2 AM.  

One-two-day-old neurons were incubated for 30 min at 37° C with 1 µM of fluorescent Ca2+ 

indicator dye, fura-2-AM. Cells were washed with extracellular solution (ECS). Calcium transients 

were detected with microfluorimetry as described elsewhere107. Fluorescent imaging was 

performed with an Olympus LUMPLAN FI/x20 0.5 W water immersion objective and a digital 

camera (CCD, SensiCam PCO) and a Monochromator (Polychrome II., Till Photonics) (generated 

light: 340 and 380 nm, emitted light: 510 nm). Axon Imaging Workbench 2.1 (AIW, Axon 

Instruments) software was used, R F340/F380 was monitored, data were subsequently processed 

by the Origin software version 7.0 (Originlab Corp.). Ratiometric response peak magnitude was 

measured. Capsaicin (330 nM), allyl isothiocyanate (100 µM), HK-1 (500 nM, 1 µM) and SP (500 

nM, 1 µM) were administered during the experiments. CP99994, AMG 9810 and HC 030031 were 

administered in 10 µM concentration.  

These measurements were performed by Éva Szőke and Maja Payrits. 
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5.3.4 Induction of skin diseases 

5.3.4.1 Allergic contact dermatitis 

After hair removal with electric shaver 50-50 µl oxazolone solution (2% with 96% ethanol as 

solvent) was applied to the shaved abdominal skin of the mice on day -6 and day -5 under 

ketamine-xylazine anaesthesia. On day 0 mice were again anaesthetized, ear thickness was 

measured with micrometer and 15-15 µl oxazolone solution was applied to the inner and outer 

surface of the right ear of each mouse, while 15-15 µl 96% ethanol was applied to the left ear. 

Ear thickness was repeatedly measured at the 6h, 24h, 48h and 72h timepoints. In vivo imaging 

was performed at 24h and 48h before the ear thickness measurement. N = 6 mice were 

terminated at 24h, 48h and 72h, ears were excised, flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -

80 °C until processing for cytokine Luminex ELISA. Oxazolone- and ethanol-treated and intact ears 

of WT mice were obtained 24 hours after treatment as well as inguinal lymph nodes from 

oxazolone treated mice for RNAscope in situ hybridization (Figure 18).  

These measurements were performed with the help of Ágnes Kemény and Szabina Horváth. 

RNAscope was performed with the help of Angéla Kecskés, Viktória Kormos and János Konkoly. 

Imaging studies were performed by Ádám Horváth. 

 

 

Figure 18. Oxazolone-induced allergic contact dermatitis experiment protocol 
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5.3.4.2 Psoriasiform dermatitis 

Mice were anaesthetized with i.p. ketamine-xylazine on every day of the experiment. On day -1 

hair was removed from the back of the mice with an electric shaver then remaining hair was 

removed with depilation cream. From day 0 and onward every day the mice were anaesthetized, 

blood flow of the back was registered with laser speckle, then skinfold thickness was measured. 

After measurements we applied a Finn chamber filled with 25 mg of imiquimod containing Aldara 

cream to the upper right half of the back to evoke psoriatic skin reaction. The lower left side of 

the back was treated with 25 mg vaseline in a Finn chamber as control area. Afterward mice were 

left on a 37°C heating pillow until awakening then returned to their home cage108. Tissue samples 

were obtained at 24 and 96 hours after first treatment, flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored 

at -80 °C until processing for cytokine Luminex ELISA. Tissue samples from WT mice were 

collected at 96 h for RNAscope in situ hybridization (Figure 19). 

These measurements were performed with the help of Ágnes Kemény and Szabina Horváth. 

RNAscope was performed with the help of Angéla Kecskés, Viktória Kormos and János Konkoly. 

 

Figure 19. Aldara-induced psoriasiform dermatitis experiment protocol. Photo of Finn chamber 

placement from Horváth et al., 2020. 
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5.4 Investigational techniques 

5.4.1 Functional measurements 

5.4.1.1 Measuring pain 

5.4.1.1.1 MECHANONOCICEPTIVE THRESHOLD (DPA) 

The mechanonociceptive threshold was measured with the 

dynamic plantar aesthesiometer (PA; Ugo Basile 37000) before 

(to determine baseline nociceptive threshold) and after 

treatment (Figure 20). In this technique mice are placed in 

individual boxes on a wire mesh. The DPA machine elevates a 

blunt needle from underneath which presses into the underside 

of the paw applying pressure that continuously increases until 10 

g equivalent of pressure in 4 seconds. When the mouse feels 

pain, it will withdraw its foot and the machine registers the corresponding g value. The average 

of 3 values constituted the mechanonociceptive threshold of a paw. The baseline threshold is 

given as the average of 3 threshold measurements performed on separate days. The post-

treatment values are shown as the percentage of threshold-decrease of the individual mouse 

compared to its baseline thresholds.109 

5.4.1.1.2 HEAT THRESHOLD 

Heat threshold was determined with the hot plate device (IITC Life 

Sciences, Figure 21). The mouse was placed on the metal plate and 

temperature of the plate steadily increased until the 53 °C cut-off value. 

When the mouse indicated pain by licking, shaking, or lifting the hind 

paw the heat increase was stopped and automatically began to cool 

down while the device registered the heat threshold. Control 

measurements were performed 3 times on separate days to determine 

the baseline heat threshold of a mouse. 

 

Figure 21. Hot plate device 

Figure 20. DPA device 
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5.4.1.1.3 PAW WITHDRAWAL LATENCY FROM 0°C WATER 

Cold tolerance was given as the latency to paw-withdrawal from 0° C water 

(Figure 22). The mouse was held firmly and one hind limb at a time was 

submerged in icy (0°C) water while time was measured. When the mouse 

felt pain, it could withdraw its hind limb from the water and the time passed 

was registered in seconds. Cut off value was set at 180 sec. Control 

measurements were performed 3 times on separate days to determine the 

baseline cold tolerance of a mouse.110 

This method was performed by Dóra Ömböli. 

 

5.4.1.2 Determining disease severity 

5.4.1.2.1 CHANGE IN PAW VOLUME (PLETHYSMOMETRY)  

Paw edema was quantified using plethysmometer (Ugo Basile 

7140, Figure 23). The device has two cylinders filled with fluid, one 

cylinder containing the sensor. We dipped the hind limb of the 

mouse into the other cylinder until the fur-skin border. The two 

cylinders are connected as communicating vessels so the sensor 

could register the volume of the hind limb based on the change of 

water level in its own cylinder. Three measurements were 

performed on separate days to determine the control hind limb 

volume111. 

5.4.1.2.2 BODY WEIGHT 

Bodyweight was measured as a parameter of general well-being. Weight loss was given as the 

percentage of lost weight compared to pretreatment control values. 

Figure 22. Measuring 

0 °C tolerance of hind 

paw 

Figure 23. Plethysmometry 
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5.4.1.2.3 TIME SPENT ON GRID 

To assess joint function mice were placed on a horizontal grid, the 

grid was turned upside-down and the latency to fall was measured 

(Figure 24). The grasping ability needed to perform this task 

correlates with the joint function. Cut-off value was set at 30 sec. 

 

5.4.1.2.4 VISUAL ARTHRITIS SCORE 

Arthritis severity was scored using a semiquantitative visual scale where 0–0.5 was no change 

and 10 was maximal inflammation.112 Swelling and redness of all four limbs were considered for 

the score. 

5.4.1.3 Measuring motor coordination 

Motor coordination was examined with the accelerating 

rotarod (Ugo Basile, Comerio, Italy). Mice were placed on 

the rotating drum of the rotarod (Figure 25). The speed 

of the wheel gradually accelerated, when the mouse fell 

off the drum onto a lever, the lever triggered the stop of 

the counter and time spent on the wheel was registered. 

Cut-off value was set at 5 minutes.113  

 
Figure 25. Mice on the rotarod device 

Figure 24. Grid test 
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5.4.1.4 Measuring skin and ear thickness 

Ear thickness was measured with an engineer's micrometer (Moore and Wright, Sheffield, 

England) (Figure 26A). To measure the thickness of the double skin fold of the back one 

experimenter pinched the skin in a rostrocaudal direction above the spine while the other 

experimenter measured it with the same device108 (Figure 26B).  

5.4.2 In vivo imaging 

5.4.2.1 Assessment of neutrophil myeloperoxidase (MPO) activity and vascular leakage 

Mice were anesthetized with ketamine-xylazine anesthesia 

(100/5 mg/kg, i.p.) for in vivo optical imaging with IVIS 

Lumina II instrument (PerkinElmer; 120s acquisition, 

F/stop 1, Binning 8) (Figure 27). Luminol (5-amino2,3-

dihydro-1,4-phthalazine-dione) sodium salt (GoldBio, 150 

mg/kg) was given i. p. in sterile PBS solution (30 mg/ml), 

which interact with neutrophil MPO and the produced 

reactive oxygen species resulting in luminescent signals. 

Luminescence was measured 10 min postinjection and 

expressed as total radiance (total photon flux/s) in 

identical Regions of Interests (ROIs) drawn around the 

ankle joints or ears. 

A 

Figure 26. Measuring ear- (A) and skinfold thickness (B) with engineer’s micrometer. 

Photo from Horváth et al., 2020. 

B 

Figure 27. IVIS system for in vivo 

imaging 
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To examine vascular leakage fluorescent IR-676 dye (Spectrum-Info Ltd., 0.5 mg/kg) dissolved in 

5 v/v% aqueous solution of Kolliphor HS 15 (polyethylene-glycol-15-hydroxystearate; Sigma-

Aldrich) was given intravenously (i.v.) as a retro-bulbar injection. Measurement was performed 

20 minutes postinjection and fluorescence was expressed as Total Radiant Efficiency [p/s] / 

[µW/cm2] in identical Regions of Interest. 

5.4.2.2 Measuring skin perfusion with laser speckle device 

Blood perfusion can be monitored by laser speckle 

contrast analysis imaging (Figure 28). The laser light 

emitted by the device scatters on objects (e.g., blood 

cells) and the fluctuation caused by the movement of 

these cells is registered by the device. Since the 

movement of these cells correlate to the blood flow 

velocity the method can be used to measure blood flow 

(perfusion) in superficial tissues. The mice were placed on 

a heated pad and sufficiency of anesthesia was 

monitored carefully to ensure that involuntary 

movements of the animal would not influence the result.  

5.4.3 Histology staining and evaluation 

5.4.3.1 Safranin stain 

After euthanasia, the tibiotarsal joint was removed and fixed for 8 hours in 4% buffered formalin 

solution. Afterwards, joints were decalcified by placing in a solution of 7 V/V% AlCl3-, 5 V/V% 

formic acid and 8,5 V/V% HCl for 8 hours on 4 °C114. After washing for 8 hours in Sörensen-

phosphate buffer and dehydrating for 8-8 hours on 4 °C in 10 V/V% then 15 V/V% sacharose-

solution specimens were set in paraffin then cut with microtome to 5-7 μm sections and stained 

with safranin109. Fibroblast proliferation; leukocyte invasion; thickness of synovium and collagen 

deposition were evaluated by giving each parameter a 0–3 score depending on severity, the 

maximum possible score being 9. 

Figure 28. Laser speckle device 
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5.4.3.2 Immunohistochemistry (Iba1, FosB, GFAP) 

The mice had their last pain threshold measurement on the 7th day after PSL and returned to the 

animal house for 7 days of rest to allow the increase in FosB protein caused by handling to 

subside. On the 14th day after operation, the mice were perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde, 

and their spinal cord and brain were removed. Sections were cut for free-floating 

diaminobenzidine (DAB; Sigma-Aldrich Ltd, Missouri, USA) immunohistochemistry after marking 

the operated (right) side of the tissues with alcian blue stain (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany). 

Polyclonal rabbit antiserum against Iba1 (Wako Biochemicals, Osaka, Japan) and FosB (Santa Cruz 

Biotechnology Inc., Dallas, USA), monoclonal mouse antibody against glial fibrillary acidic protein 

(GFAP) (Leica Biosystems, Wetzlar, Germany) were used. Goat anti-rabbit IgG was applied to 

detect activated neurons and microglia, horse anti-mouse IgG to detect astrocytes.115 

Photographs were taken with a digital camera (Spot RT; Nikon, Tokyo, Japan). Immunopositive 

cells were quantified in pain-related brain regions with microscope (Nikon Microphot FXA) and 

Inform software (Massachusetts, USA). The locations of the investigated areas were determined 

based on the Paxinos and Franklin brain atlas (2003)116. 

5.4.3.3 RNAscope in situ hybridization on skin, ear, and lymph node samples 

WT mice were anesthetized and perfused transcardially after PBS rinse with 4% 

paraformaldehyde in Millonig’s phosphate buffer. After rinsing in 1xPBS, dehydrating, and 

embedding in paraffin, 5 µm sections were cut using sliding microtome (HM 430, Thermo Fisher 

Scientific, USA). Lymph nodes were cryoprotected in 30% sucrose in 4% PFA at 4 °C for 24 hrs 

then frozen on dry ice in tissue freezing media (Leica Biosystems, Wetzlar, Germany) before 

cutting 20 µm sections using cryostat (CM1850, Leica Biosystems). RNAscope was performed 

using RNAscope Multiplex Fluorescent Reagent Kit v. 2 (Advanced Cell Diagnostics, Newark, CA, 

USA). Sections were hybridized with probes specific to mouse Tac4 mRNA then sequential signal 

amplification and channel development were performed. Tissues were treated with 4′,6-

diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) counterstain then with ProLong Diamond Antifade Mountant 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific) for confocal imaging. Mouse positive and negative control probes 

ensured reliability of the experiment. Blue for DAPI and red for Tac4 mRNA virtual colors were 

selected to visualize fluorescent signals. 
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5.4.4 Molecular biology essays of tissue samples 

5.4.4.1 Real time PCR 

L3-L5 lumbar spinal cord and the respective DRGs (total of six DRGs pooled per mouse) were 

obtained from WT mice 6 days after treatment when behavioral results showed the greatest 

difference between WT and Tac4−/− animals. Mice were divided into K/BxN treated arthritic (n = 

8), BxN serum treated control (n = 5) and intact control (n = 7) groups. Spinal cord samples of 

Tac4−/− mice served as negative (n = 3), while inguinal lymph nodes from WT mice served as 

positive controls (n = 2). Tissue samples were harvested after cervical dislocation and placed 

immediately into 500 μl TRI reagent (Molecular Research Center, Inc.), snap-frozen on dry ice, 

then stored on -80°C until processing. Tissue samples were thawed out on ice and homogenized 

in TRI reagent. After homogenization, total RNA was extracted using Direct-zol RNA MicroPrep 

(Zymo Research) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.117 The quantity of the extracted 

RNA was examined using Nanodrop ND-1000 Spectrophotometer V3.5 (Nano-Drop Technologies, 

Inc.). RNA samples were treated with dnase I in order to remove contaminant genomic DNA, and 

500 ng of RNA was reverse transcribed into cDNA using High Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription 

Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). SensiFAST™ Probe Lo-ROX Kit (Meridiane Bioscience, Memphis, 

United States) was used according to the manual in the QuantStudio five Real-Time PCR System 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific). Transcripts of the reference gene glucuronidase beta (Gusb118) and 

the target gene Tac4 were evaluated using FAM-conjugated specific probes (Mm01197698_m1, 

and Mm00474083_m1 respectively, Thermo Fisher Scientific). The gene expression was 

calculated using ΔΔCt method.119 

5.4.4.2 NGF ELISA 

ELISA was applied to determine NGF expression at the protein level using ChemiKine Nerve 

Growth Factor Sandwich ELISA Kit (Chemicon International, catalog nr: CYT304). Measurement 

was performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Shortly, sheep polyclonal 

antibodies generated against mouse NGF were coated on a 96-well plate. Samples and standards 

were incubated overnight on the plate to let any NGF present in the sample bound to the 

immobilized antibodies. After removal of unbound biological components by washing, indirect 

labelling was performed using mouse anti-mouse NGF monoclonal primary antibody and 
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peroxidase conjugated donkey anti-mouse IgG polyclonal antibodies. The formed 

immunocomplex was incubated with TMB/E Substrate. Enzyme reaction was stopped with HCl 

solution and color intensity was detected immediately using Labsystem Multiscan RC plate 

reader. Results were calculated after plotting of a standard curve and are given in pg/g tissue 

homogenate. 

5.4.4.3 Cytokine Luminex Assay 

Skin and ear samples were thawed and weighted before being placed into a cold solution of 10 

mg/ml phenylmethanesulfonyl fluoride (PMSF, Sigma Aldrich, P7626) protease inhibitor in PBS. 

Tissues in this solution and on ice were homogenized with Miccra D-9 Digitronic device (Art-

moderne Laborteknik, Germany). Supernatants obtained after centrifuging homogenates for 10 

min (4 °C, 12,500 rpm) were kept at -80 °C until measurement. Cytokines/chemokines were 

quantified using customized Milliplex Mouse Cytokin/Chemokine Magnetic Bead Panel 

(Millipore) for Luminex Multiplex Immunoassay. Undiluted 25 µl volume of each sample, control, 

and standard was added in duplicate to a 96-well plate containing 25 µl of capture antibody 

coated, fluorescent-coded beads provided with the kit. After the appropriate incubation periods 

Biotinylated detection antibodies and streptavidin-PE were added to the plate. Sheat fluid (150 

µl) was added after washing, the plate was then incubated and read with Luminex100 device. By 

analyzing the bead median fluorescence intensity, standard curves of analytes were plotted using 

five-PL regression curves by the xPonent 3.1 software. Results were calculated as pg/g tissue. 

5.5 Statistical analysis 

The treatments were not randomized within cages to prevent control animals from harming the 

arthritic animals. Results are expressed as the means ± SEM of n = 4–16 mice per group in case 

of in vivo functional tests. Data obtained in these experiments were analyzed with repeated 

measures two-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s post hoc test with GraphPad Prism 8 

software. In all cases p < 0.05 was accepted as statistically significant. The data of the 

immunohistological staining, due to the larger number of groups, was analyzed with factorial 

ANOVA and Tukey’s post hoc test with Statistica software (TIBCO Inc., Palo Alto, USA). In all cases 

p < 0.05 was accepted as statistically significant.  
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6 Results 

6.1 Arthritis 

6.1.1 K/BxN arthritis 

6.1.1.1 HK-1 plays a role in arthritis related early and late mechanical hyperalgesia and paw 

edema  

The greatest decrease in mechanonociceptive threshold developed on day 11 in WT (-47.93±2.8 

%) and day 13 in Tac4-/- group (-35.67±2.56 %) and resolved in both groups by day 21. Tac4-/- 

group had a significantly milder threshold decrease throughout the experiment, including the last 

phase of arthritis on day 14-21 (-33.25±2.48 % in WT and -18.3±1.69 in Tac4-/- on day 17) (Figure 

29A). Paw volume measured by plethysmometry reached its peak on day 8 in WT (87.55±6.15 %) 

and Tac4-/- (63.37±8.11 %) alike, and spontaneously resolved by day 14 in both groups. The paw 

volume of Tac4-/- animals was significantly lower in the first 8 days of the experiment. (Figure 

29B)

 

Figure 29. Change in mechanonociceptive threshold (A) and paw volume (B) after K/BxN 

(arthritogenic) or BxN (control) serum treatment in WT and hemokinin-1-deficient (Tac4−/−) mice, 

red line signifying day 14 (n = 4–10 per group; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 vs. arthritic WT, 

repeated measures two-way ANOVA + Bonferroni’s post hoc test).  
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6.1.1.2 HK-1 plays a role in arthritis related heat threshold decrease  

Tac4-/- mice had a significantly higher heat pain threshold on day 4 (47.6 ± 1.3°C in WT vs 50.6 ± 

0.8°C in Tac4-/-) (Figure 30A). Paw withdrawal latency decreased until day 6 of the experiment 

but showed no difference between the groups. (Figure 30B). 

 

Figure 30. Heat threshold (A) and paw withdrawal latency from 0°C water (B) after K/BxN 

(arthritogenic) or BxN (control) serum treatment in WT and hemokinin-1-deficient (Tac4−/−) mice 

(n = 4–10 per group; *p < 0.05  vs. arthritic WT, repeated measures two-way ANOVA + 

Bonferroni’s post hoc test). 
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6.1.1.3 HK-1 did not influence the grid grasping ability or change in body weight of arthritic mice 

The grid grasping ability of the mice deteriorated severely by day 3 (1 ± 1 sec in arthritic WT mice) 

and nearly returned to control value by day 14 (Figure 31A). Body weight reached its lowest value 

after 1 week (-13.38±1.32 % in WT arthritic mice on day 5) and began to increase on the 2nd week 

(Figure 31B). The absence of HK-1 did not influence either values. 

 

Figure 31. Time spent on grid (A) and change in body weight (B) after K/BxN (arthritogenic) or 

BxN (control) serum treatment in WT and hemokinin-1-deficient (Tac4−/−) mice (n = 4–10 per 

group; *p < 0.05  vs. arthritic WT, repeated measures two-way ANOVA + Bonferroni’s post hoc 

test).  
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6.1.1.4 NK1 receptor does not play a role in arthritis related mechanical hyperalgesia and paw 

edema  

The greatest decrease in mechanonociceptive threshold developed on day 10 in both groups (-

45.88±3.92 % in WT and -49.06±4.91% in Tacr1-/-) with no significant difference in the absence of 

NK1 receptor. (Figure 32A) 

Paw volume measured by plethysmometry reached its peak on day 8 both in WT (49.48±9.05 %) 

and Tacr1-/- (87.84±12.08 %) mice without significant differences between the groups. (Figure 

32B) 

 

Figure 32. Change in mechanonociceptive threshold (A) and paw volume (B) after K/BxN 

(arthritogenic) or BxN (control) serum treatment in WT and NK1 receptor-deficient (Tacr1−/−) mice 

(n = 14–16 per group; repeated measures two-way ANOVA + Bonferroni’s post hoc test).  
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6.1.1.5 NK1 receptor does not influence grid grasping ability and weight change in arthritis 

The grasping ability was worst from day 6 in WT (11.14±5 sec) and day 8 in Tacr1-/- mice 

(0.71±0.47 sec). There was no significant difference between groups and began to improve after 

the 8th day (Figure 33A).  

WT group reached the lowest average weight on day 5 (-12.88±2.06) and day 8 in Tacr1-/- group 

(-16.71±1.13) with no significant difference between them (Figure 33B). 

Figure 33. Time spent on grid (A) and change in body weight (B) after K/BxN (arthritogenic) or 

BxN (control) serum treatment in WT and NK1 receptor deficient (Tacr1−/−) mice (n = 7-8 per group; 

repeated measures two-way ANOVA + Bonferroni’s post hoc test). 
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6.1.1.6 NK1 receptor did not influence the arthritis score or cold tolerance of arthritic mice 

Arthritis score and paw withdrawal latency did not show any difference between WT and Tacr1-

/- groups throughout the experiment (Figure 34).  

 

Figure 34. Arthritis score (A) and paw withdrawal latency from 0°C water after K/BxN 

(arthritogenic) or BxN (control) serum treatment in WT and NK1 receptor-deficient (Tacr1−/−) mice 

(n = 14–16 per group; repeated measures two-way ANOVA + Bonferroni’s post hoc test).  
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6.1.1.7 HK-1 Decreases MPO-Activity in K/BxN Serum-Transfer Arthritis  

MPO-activity showed a significant increase after 2 days in Tac4−/− mice (6.16 × 105 ± 6.83 × 104 

p/s), while in WT mice it became significant compared to its control after 6 days (4.1 × 105± 5.67 

× 104) (Figure 35A). Both groups had an increased rate in plasma extravasation on day 2 and 6, 

but no effect of the gene-deletion could be observed (Figure 35B). Representative pictures of 

MPO-activity can be seen on Figure 35C. 

 

Figure 35. MPO-activity (A) and plasma leakage (B) after K/BxN (arthritogenic) or BxN (control) 

serum treatment in WT and hemokinin-1-deficient (Tac4−/−) mice with representative photos from 

MPO-activity (C) (n = 6–12 per group; *p < 0.05 vs. arthritic WT, repeated measures two-way 

ANOVA + Bonferroni’s post hoc test). 
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6.1.1.8 HK-1 Increases Histopathological Arthritis Severity  

Representative photos of histopathological staining from mice terminated on the 14th day of the 

experiment with larger magnification of the synovium in the 2 pictures on the right (Figure 36A). 

Based on the semiquantitative scoring with a maximum of 9 points Tac4−/− mice had a 

significantly lower score of 2.5 ± 0.5 compared to WT mice (4.0 ± 0.5) (Figure 36B). 

 

Figure 36. Representative photos of safranin-stained histological preparations of the tibiotarsal 

joints 14 days after K/BxN (arthritogenic) or BxN (control) serum treatment in WT and hemokinin-

1-deficient (Tac4−/−) mice. The 4 pictures on the left with a scale bar of 500 µm, the right 2 pictures 

a scale bar of 200 µm included in the lower right corner (n = 3-5 per group; *p < 0.05  vs. arthritic 

WT, repeated measures two-way ANOVA + Bonferroni’s post hoc test).   
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6.1.1.9 Tac4 mRNA Expression in DRG and Spinal Cord  

Tac4 mRNA expression could be seen on day 6 in the L4-6 DRGs of intact, BxN- and K/BxN serum 

treated mice with a non-significant decrease of expression in the K/BxN treated arthritic group 

(Figure 37). We could not detect Tac4 mRNA in the lumbar spinal cord samples. 

Tac4 mRNA expression could be seen in lymph nodes serving as positive control, and there were 

no amplification products observed with the applied probes in samples of Tac4-/- mice serving as 

negative control (data not shown). 

 

Figure 37. Fold change of Tac4 mRNA in the L4-6 DRGs of intact, BxN-, and K/BxN treated WT 

mice (n = 5-7 per group; repeated measures one-way ANOVA + Tukey’s post hoc test). 
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6.1.2 HK-1 contributes to pain and edema in MCT-induced acute monoarthritis 

Mechanical hyperalgesia developed in WT mice 2 days after MCT administration (-11.8 ± 4.0%; 

Figure 38A), while knee edema developed on the 4th day (13.3 ± 1.6; Figure 38B). Both 

parameters were significantly less severe in Tac4−/− mice. Increase in blood flow was detectable 

in the first 40 min after treatment but showed no significant difference between the groups 

(Figure 38C). 

 

Figure 38. Change in mechanonociceptive threshold (A), knee volume (B) and blood flow (C) after 

MCT-treatment in WT and HK-1-deficient (Tac4−/−) mice (n = 5–10 per group; *p < 0.05, **p < 

0.01, ***p < 0.001 vs. WT, repeated measures two-way ANOVA + Bonferroni’s post hoc test). 
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6.1.3 Acute CFA arthritis 

6.1.3.1 HK-1 Mediates Mechanical Hyperalgesia and Knee Edema, but Decreases MPO Activity in 

CFA-Induced Subacute Knee Inflammation  

Mechanical hyperalgesia and knee edema were detectable 2, 6 and 24 h after the CFA 

administration (Figure 39A,B). Tac4−/− mice had a significantly milder mechanical hyperalgesia at 

every time point and less severe knee edema at 24 h. Tac4−/− mice showed a significant increase 

in MPO-activity (457,125 ± 94397) (Figure 39C).  

Figure 39. Change in mechanonociceptive threshold (A), knee diameter (B) and MPO-activity (24 

hours) (C) after CFA-treatment in WT and HK-1-deficient (Tac4−/−) mice (n = 7–15 per group; *p < 

0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 vs. WT, repeated measures two-way ANOVA + Bonferroni’s post 

hoc test).  
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6.1.3.2 NK1 receptor does not play a role in CFA-Induced Subacute Knee Inflammation  

Changes in mechanonociceptive threshold and knee volume did not show significant difference 

to WT mice in NK1 receptor-deficient mice (Figure 40). 

 

 

Figure 40. Change in mechanonociceptive threshold (A), knee diameter (B) and MPO-activity (C) 

after CFA-treatment in WT and NK1 receptor-deficient (Tacr1−/−) mice (n = 7–15 per group; vs. WT, 

repeated measures two-way ANOVA + Bonferroni’s post hoc test). 
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6.2 In vitro primary sensory neuron experiments 

6.2.1 HK-1 Directly Activates Primary Sensory Neurons  

HK-1 applied to a culture of primary sensory neurons in 1 µM concentration caused Ca2+-influx (R 

0.67 ± 0.07) in 26.39 ± 4.5%, whereas 500 nM HK-1 and 500 and 1 µM SP had no effect (data not 

shown). The NK1 receptor antagonist CP99994 did not influence the HK-1 response (20.93 ± 3.8%, 

R = 0.62 ± 0.08). This was similar in neurons of NK1 receptor gene-deleted mice (21.4 ± 3.5%, R = 

0.49 ± 0.04). The G-protein coupled receptor (GPCR) blocker pertussis toxin (PTX) influenced 

neither the ratio (24.49 ± 3.6%;) nor the extent of the response (R = 0.74 ± 0.03) to HK-1; neither 

did the TRPV1 antagonist AMG8910, (22.7 ± 4%; R = 0.7 ± 0.28) nor the TRPA1 antagonist HC 

030031 (19.2 ± 4.7%, R = 0.32 ± 0.26). No Ca2+- signal was detected in Ca2+ free ECS (Figure 41).  

Figure 41. Change in the fluorescence ratio (A) and percentage of responsive primary sensory 

neurons (B) to HK-1, HK-1+PTX, HK-1 in TG from NK1 receptor-deficient Tacr1−/− animals, HK-1+ 

NK1 receptor antagonist CP99994, HK-1 in Ca2+-free condition, HK-1 + TRPV1 receptor antagonist 

AMG9810 and HK-1 + TRPA1 receptor antagonist HC 030031. Two different original Ca2+-imaging 

registrations after HK-1 administration: increases of R 340/380 fluorescence (C), primary sensory 

neurons from Tacr1−/− mice (D) and one in Ca2+-free solution (E). The percentage of responsive 

cells’ Ca2+-responses are presented in % of total number of examined neurons (n= 19-49 per group; 

***p < 0.001, vs. HK-1, one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple comparison post hoc test).  
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6.2.2 HK-1 can counteract the desensitization caused by repeated capsaicin administration 

Four or five repeated treatments of capsaicin on the same cultured sensory neurons were 

performed, and the effect of 500 nM HK-1 was investigated on capsaicin-evoked Ca2+-influx. The 

first application of 330 nM capsaicin induced transient Ca2+-accumulation which gradually 

decreased in response to the second capsaicin stimulus due to TRPV1 desensitization. 

Meanwhile, HK-1 administered in separate cultures after the second capsaicin stimulus 

diminished the desensitization as shown by the third and fourth capsaicin-evoked responses 

(Figure 42).  

 

Figure 42. Effect of HK-1 on capsaicin-induced Ca2+-influx. Increases of R 340/380 fluorescence in 

fura-2 loaded neurons are presented, **p < 0.01, NS (vs. caps1, one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s 

multiple comparison post hoc test, n = 16) (A). Two original Ca2+-imaging registrations after 

capsaicin and HK-1 administration (B). 
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6.2.3 SP can counteract the desensitization caused by repeated capsaicin administration 

Capsaicin was applied in vitro to primary sensory neurons as described above, and the effect of 

500 nM SP was investigated on capsaicin-evoked Ca2+-influx. SP administered in separate cultures 

after the second capsaicin stimulus diminished the desensitization as shown by the third and 

fourth capsaicin-evoked responses (Figure 43). 

 

Figure 43. Effect of SP on capsaicin-induced Ca2+- influx. Increases of R 340/380 fluorescence in 

fura-2 loaded neurons are presented, ***p < 0.001, NS (vs. caps1, one-way ANOVA with 

Bonferroni’s multiple comparison post hoc test, n = 17) (A). Three original Ca2+-imaging 

registrations after capsaicin and SP administration (B). 
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6.3 Neuropathy and acute pain 

6.3.1 Acute pain 

6.3.1.1 HK-1 contributes to acetic acid-evoked visceral pain 

In WT mice, the total duration of formalin-induced paw lickings, liftings and shakings was 128.54 

± 16.80 s in the early phase referring to acute somatic chemonociception and 440.69 ± 35.74 s in 

the late phase evoked by neurogenic inflammatory mechanisms. There was no significant 

difference between Tac4 gene-deleted mice and WT mice in either phase (Figure 44A). The 

number of acetic acid-induced abdominal contractions were 0.75 ± 0.48, 19.25 ± 0.85 and 5.75 ± 

0.63 in WT mice in the 0–5, 5–20 and 20–30 min time periods, respectively. However, in Tac4−/− 

mice writhing movements were significantly decreased in the second observational period, 

indicating a less intensive visceral nocifensive reaction (Figure 44B).  

 

Figure 44. Assessment of formalin-induced nocifensive behavior (A) and acetic acid-evoked 

writhing movements in WT and HK-1-deficient (Tac4-/-) mice (n = 4–13 per group, **p < 0.01, vs. 

WT, repeated measures two-way ANOVA + Bonferroni’s post hoc test.)  
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6.3.1.2 HK-1 contributes to heat- and mechanical hyperalgesia in RTX-induced neurogenic 

inflammation 

Compared to the basal thermonociceptive thresholds of WT (45.38 ± 0.86 °C) and Tac4−/− mice 

(46.03 ± 0.82 °C) intraplantar RTX injection induced an 8.79 ± 1.48 °C decrease of the 

thermonociceptive threshold in WTs, which was maintained at a stable level throughout the 20-

min investigation period. In contrast, in Tac4−/− mice this thermal allodynia was significantly 

attenuated (Figure 45A). The basal mechanonociceptive thresholds of WT and Tac4−/− mice were 

7.26 ± 0.16 g and 8.13 ± 0.17 g, respectively. This decreased by 34.05 ± 2.47% at 2 h and 20.67 ± 

2.97% by the 24 h time point in WTs after RTX injection However, in Tac4−/ − mice this was also 

significantly reduced in comparison to the WTs during the whole investigation period (Figure 

45B).  

 

Figure 45. RTX-induced decrease in thermal allodynia (A) and mechanonociceptive threshold (B) 

in WT and HK-1-deficient (Tac4-/-) mice. (n = 14 per group, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 vs. WT, 

repeated measures two-way ANOVA + Bonferroni’s post hoc test).  
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6.3.1.3 Formalin-induced nocifensive behavior and acetic acid-evoked visceral pain in the 

absence of SP/NKA and NK1 receptor 

Formalin-induced somatic nocifensive behavior was significantly reduced in the late phase in 

Tac1−/− mice, but not in Tacr1−/− ones (Figure 46A). Acetic acid-evoked writhing movements were 

significantly decreased both in the Tac1−/− and Tacr1−/− mice in the second and third phases 

(Figure 46B). 

 

Figure 46. Assessment of formalin-induced nocifensive behavior (A) and acetic acid-evoked 

writhing movements in WT, SP/NKA-deficient (Tac1-/-) and NK1 receptor-deficient (Tacr1-/-) mice 

(n = 6-10 per group, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 vs. WT, repeated measures two-way ANOVA + 

Bonferroni’s post hoc test). 
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6.3.1.4 RTX-induced neurogenic inflammation in the absence of SP/NKA and NK1 receptor 

RTX-induced thermal hyperalgesia was abolished in the Tac1−/− mice but in the Tacr1−/− group 

significant decrease was only detected at the last, 20 min time point (Figure 47A). However, 

mechanical hyperalgesia in this model was significantly attenuated in the Tacr1−/− mice, but not 

in the Tac1−/− group (Figure 47B). 

 

Figure 47. RTX-induced decrease in thermal allodynia (A) and mechanonociceptive threshold (B) 

in WT and SP/NKA-deficient (Tac1-/-) and NK1 receptor-deficient (Tacr1-/-) mice (n = 6-8 per group, 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 vs. WT, repeated measures two-way ANOVA + Bonferroni’s 

post hoc test).  
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6.3.2 PSL-experiment results 

6.3.2.1 Decrease in mechanonociceptive threshold and cold tolerance is milder in the absence 

of HK-1 

Compared to the pre-operation control values (9.29 ± 0.07 g in the WT and 9.10 ± 0.09 g in the 

Tac4-/- group), significant mechanical hyperalgesia developed by day 5 after the sciatic nerve 

ligation in the WT group, reaching its maximum of −48.46 ± 4.01% on day 10, which was 

maintained until the end of the study. In the Tac4−/− group neuropathic mechanical hyperalgesia 

was significantly smaller throughout the whole experiment with the maximum of −29.03 ± 2.30% 

on day 10 (Figure 48A). The basal withdrawal latency from 0 °C water was 158.60 ± 4.09 and 

147.41 ± 3.49 s in the WT and Tac4-/- groups, respectively. Decrease in cold tolerance was 

significantly smaller in the HK-1-deficient mice until day 7 (Figure 48B).  

 

Figure 48. Change in mechanonociceptive threshold (A) and paw withdrawal latency from 0°C 

water (B) after PSL in WT and HK-1-deficient (Tac4−/−) mice (n = 5–10 per group; *p < 0.05, **p < 

0.01, ***p < 0.001 vs. WT, repeated measures two-way ANOVA + Bonferroni’s post hoc test). 
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6.3.2.2 Motor coordination is worse in the absence of HK-1 

The basal motor performance on the accelerating rotarod was 56.64 ± 5.28 s in the WT and 38.13 

± 8.38 s in the Tac4-/- group. This did not worsen after PSL, but Tac4-/- mice performed worse 

which reached statistical significance on day 10. (Figure 49). 

 

Figure 49. Motor coordination before and after PSL in WT and HK-1-deficient (Tac4−/−) mice (n = 

5-6 per group; *p < 0.05, vs. WT, repeated measures two-way ANOVA + Bonferroni’s post hoc 

test). 
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6.3.2.3 Lower basal NGF-level which increases significantly after PSL in the absence of HK-1 

The NGF concentration of the paw homogenates was significantly lower in intact Tac4−/− mice 

compared to WTs. Under neuropathic condition, 7 days after PSL NGF level was not altered in 

the WT group but showed an almost 2-fold elevation in the Tac4-/- one (Figure 50). 

 

 

Figure 50. NGF-levels of paw homogenates in PSL and sham operated WT and HK-1-deficient 

(Tac4−/−) mice (n = 3-6 per group; *p < 0.05, vs. WT, two-way ANOVA + Bonferroni’s post hoc test). 
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6.3.3 Immunohistochemistry of central nervous system 

6.3.3.1 Spinal dorsal horn: number of microglia cells decreased in the lamina I-II of operated mice 

in the absence of HK-1  

In the spinal dorsal horn, the number of Iba1-immunopositive microglia did not differ under 

intact conditions in the WT and Tac4 gene-deficient groups. In response to PSL microglia density 

significantly increased ipsilaterally in WT mice but not in the Tac4-/- mice (Figure 51A), there was 

no change on the contralateral side (Figure 51B, Figure 52). The number of GFAP-positive 

astrocytes were very similar in the spinal dorsal horn of both WT and Tac4-/- mice under intact 

conditions, astrocyte numbers did not increase significantly in the WT group either ipsi- or 

contralaterally but interestingly even decreased in the Tac4−/− one on both sides (Figure 51). The 

chronic neuronal activation marker FosB-immunopositivity did not show any changes in relation 

to genotype, PSL or side (Figure 51). 

Figure 51. Iba1+ microglia (A, B), GFAP+ astrocytes (C, D) and FosB+ neurons (E, F) in the lamina 

I-II of L4-L6 spinal dorsal horn of intact, sham- and PSL-operated WT and HK-1-deficient (Tac4−/−) 

mice (n = 5–8 per group; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, factorial ANOVA + Tukey’s posttest).  
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Figure 52. Representative photos of DAB-stained microglia cells in the L4-L6 spinal dorsal horn of 

intact and PSL operated WT and HK-1-deficient (Tac4−/−) mice. A 200 µm bar for scale, inserts 

showing 2x magnification of microglia cells compared to the original image. 
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6.3.3.2 Periaqueductal grey matter (PAG)  

Microglia- and FosB positive neuron-density did not show differences in either regions of the 

PAG. In the dorsal and lateral PAG Tac4-/- had fewer astrocytes which was statistically significant 

in intact mice, however it is worth noting that the examined regions had a very low number of 

astrocytes, 0-4 in every region of interest in every group (Figure 53).  
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Figure 53. Iba1+ microglia (A, B), GFAP+ astrocytes (C, D) and FosB+ neurons (E, F) in dorsal and 

lateral PAG of intact, sham- and PSL-operated WT and HK-1-deficient (Tac4−/−) mice (n = 5–8 per 

group; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, factorial ANOVA + Tukey’s posttest). 
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6.3.3.3 Laterocapsular amygdala 

In the laterocapsular amygdala the number of Iba1-positive microglia, GFAP-positive astrocytes 

and FosB positive neurons were respectively very similar in all groups (Figure 54).  
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Figure 54. Iba1+ microglia (A, B), GFAP+ astrocytes (C, D) and FosB+ neurons (E, F) in the 

laterocapsular amygdala of intact, sham- and PSL-operated WT and HK-1-deficient (Tac4−/−) mice 

(n = 5–8 per group; factorial ANOVA + Tukey’s posttest). Color hues have been reversed compared 

to spinal cord figure to indicate the neuronal pathways crossing to the other side of the body. 
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6.3.3.4 Somatosensory cortex  

In the somatosensory representation of the L4-L6 regions the number of Iba1-positive microglia, 

GFAP-positive astrocytes and FosB positive neurons showed no difference after neither 

operation nor gene deletion (Figure 55).  
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Figure 55. Iba1+ microglia (A, B), GFAP+ astrocytes (C, D) and FosB+ neurons (E, F) in the L4-L6 

representation of the somatosensory cortex of intact, sham- and PSL-operated WT and HK-1-

deficient (Tac4−/−) mice (n = 5–8 per group; factorial ANOVA + Tukey’s posttest). Color hues have 

been reversed compared to spinal cord figure to indicate the neuronal pathways crossing to the 

other side of the body. 
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6.4 Skin disease models 

6.4.1 Oxazolone-induced allergic contact dermatitis 

6.4.1.1 The absence of HK-1 markedly decreased ear swelling 24 hours after treatment 

Results are shown as % of the ear thickness compared to respective control values of each ear of 

each individual mouse. The most pronounced ear swelling developed 24 hours after 

administering oxazolone solution to the ear in both WT (154.26 ± 4.41 %) and Tac4-/- mice (132.76 

± 3.27 %). At this timepoint Tac4-/- mice had significantly milder ear swelling compared to WTs. 

Contralateral ear treated with solvent (96% ethanol) did not show significant increase in thickness 

compared to control values (Figure 56). 

 

Figure 56. Oxazolone-induced change in ear thickness in WT and HK-1-deficient (Tac4-/-) mice. 

Contralateral ear treated with 96% ethanol vehicle shown as control (n = 6-18 per group, *p < 

0.05, vs. WT, repeated measures two-way ANOVA + Bonferroni’s post hoc test). 
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6.4.1.2 MPO-activity did not change in the absence of HK-1 

MPO-activity increased significantly 24 hours after oxazolone treatment in both WT (6.55 x 105 ± 

1.94 x 105 p/s) and Tac4-/- (5.67 x 105 ± 105 p/s) mice. Increased activity could still be detected 

after 48 hours, but this did not differ significantly from the respective control sides. There was 

no significant difference between WT and Tac4-/- groups (Figure 57). 

 

Figure 57. MPO-activity seen after oxazolone (right ear) and 96% ethanol (vehicle, left ear) 

treatment in WT and HK-1-deficient (Tac4-/-) mice (A) (n = 12-18 per group, #p < 0.001 vs. vehicle-

treated side, repeated measures two-way ANOVA + Bonferroni’s post hoc test). Representative 

photos visualizing MPO-activity (B). 
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6.4.1.3 Plasma extravasation did not change in the absence of HK-1 

Plasma extravasation increased significantly 24 hours after oxazolone treatment in both WT (6.55 

x 105 ± 1.94 x 105 p/s) and Tac4-/- (5.67 x 105 ± 105 p/s) mice with no significant difference between 

groups and remained significantly high at 48 hours as well (Figure 58). 

 

Figure 58. Plasma leakage seen after oxazolone (right ear) and 96% ethanol (vehicle, left ear) 

treatment in WT and HK-1-deficient (Tac4-/-) mice (A) (n = 12-18 per group, ###p < 0.001 vs. 

vehicle-treated side, repeated measures two-way ANOVA + Bonferroni’s post hoc test). 

Representative photos visualizing plasma leakage (B). 
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6.4.1.4 Tac4 mRNA found in hair follicles of ear 

Upregulation of Tac4 could not be seen after treatment. In all samples Tac4 specific signal was 

detected only in the hair follicle (Figure 59). 

intact ethanol-treated oxazolone-treatedA B C

 

Figure 59. Representative Tac4 mRNA expression in the ear of intact (A), ethanol-treated (B) and 

oxazolone-treated (C) WT mice by RNAscope. Tac4 mRNA in red counterstained with DAPI. 

Autofluorescence of hair can be seen on panel B. green arrow – hair follicle; white arrow – 

epidermis. 

6.4.1.5  Tac4 mRNA expression in inguinal lymph node as a validation of the RNAscope method 

Tac4 specific signals could be seen in abundance in the 

inguinal lymph node. This preparation was used as a 

positive control of the technique (Figure 60). 

 

Figure 60. Representative Tac4 mRNA expression in the 

inguinal lymph node of oxazolone treated WT mice. Tac4 

mRNA in red counterstained with blue DAPI. 
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6.4.1.6 IFNγ was significantly higher at 24 h in the absence of HK-1 

IL2 became elevated in both WT (124.64 ± 33.33 pg/g) and Tac4-/- (114.57 ± 25.99 pg/g) oxazolone 

treated groups 24 h after ear treatment and remained elevated until the end of the experiment 

with no significant difference between WT and Tac4-/- groups (Figure 61A). IFNγ-level increased 

24 hours after treatment to 392.24 ± 103.21 pg/g in WT and a significantly higher 777.47 ± 236.52 

pg/g in Tac4-/ -mice. Beginning on the 2nd day IFNγ-levels returned to baseline in both groups 

(Figure 61B). TNFα-level began to elevate after 24 hours and reached its peak after 72 h (687.22 

± 79.61 pg/g in WT and 697.81 ± 107.25 pg/g in Tac4-/-). There was no observed difference in the 

absence of HK-1 (Figure 61C). 

 

Figure 61. IL2, IFNγ- and TNFα-levels in oxazolone- and 96% ethanol (vehicle)-treated ears of WT 

and HK-1-deficient (Tac4−/−) mice (n = 6 per group; **p < 0.01 vs. WT, two-way ANOVA + 

Bonferroni’s post hoc test).   
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6.4.1.7 IL4 was significantly higher at 24 h in the absence of HK-1 

IL4 reached its peak after 24 h in both groups with a significantly higher level in Tac4-/- (13097.82 

± 1579.92 pg/g) compared to WT (8492.77 ± 1616.49 pg/g) and began to return to near-baseline 

level by 48 h (Figure 62A). IL5 increased after 24 h with levels showing no difference in the 

absence of HK-1 (107.20 ± 37.53 pg/g in WT and 91.961 ± 30.09 in Tac4-/-) and began to decrease 

in the following days (Figure 62B). 

 

Figure 62. IL4- and IL5-levels in oxazolone- and 96% ethanol (vehicle)-treated ears of WT and HK-

1-deficient (Tac4−/−) mice (n = 3-6 per group; ***p < 0.001 vs. WT, two-way ANOVA + Bonferroni’s 

post hoc test). 
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6.4.2 Aldara-induced psoriasiform dermatitis 

6.4.2.1 Change in skinfold thickness was significantly smaller at 96 h in the absence of HK-1 

Results are shown as % of the skinfold thickness compared to respective control values of each 

skin area. Thickening of skin was already detectable 24 h after first treatment. Though the results 

of both KO groups were below WT’s curve, it only reached statistical significance at the 96 h 

timepoint in Tac4-/- mice (WT 56.48 ± 6.78; Tac4-/- 31.47 ± 5.13; Tacr1-/- 31.48 ± 8.84; Figure 63A). 

Representative pictures show the dorsal skin of mice before first treatment and at the end of 

experiment (Figure 63B)  

Figure 63. Aldara-induced change in skinfold thickness in WT, Tacr1-/- and HK-1-deficient (Tac4-/-) 

mice. Control skin area (lower left side of back) treated with vaseline vehicle shown as control (A) 

(n = 10-15 per group, *p < 0.05, vs. WT, repeated measures two-way ANOVA + Bonferroni’s post 

hoc test). Representative pictures of dorsal skin before treatment (0 h) and after 96 h (B).  
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6.4.2.2 Change in detectable blood flow was significantly smaller at 96 h in the absence of HK-1 

Results are shown as % of the blood flow compared to respective control values of skin area. 

Increase of blood flow already detectable 24 h after first treatment. Tac4-/- mice had significantly 

lower levels of detectable blood perfusion at 96 h (WT 47.42 ± 6.65 %; Tac4-/- 15.19 ± 8.6 %; 

Tacr1-/- 42.01 ± 14.1 %; Figure 64A). Representative pictures show the heat map of dorsal skin 

before first treatment and at the end of the experiment (Figure 64B) 

 

Figure 64. Aldara-induced change in skin blood flow in WT, HK-1-deficient (Tac4-/-) and Tacr1-/- 

mice. Control skin area (lower left side of back) treated with vaseline vehicle shown as control (A) 

(n = 10-15 per group, *p < 0.05, vs. WT, repeated measures two-way ANOVA + Bonferroni’s post 

hoc test). Representative heat maps of dorsal skin before treatment (0 h) and after 96 h (B). 
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6.4.2.3 Tac4 mRNA found in hair follicles of skin 

Accumulation of Tac4 could not be seen after treatment. In all samples Tac4 specific signal was 

detected only in the hair follicle (Figure 65). According to panel B the Tac4 signal is located in the 

bulge area of the follicle. 

intact vaseline-treated Aldara-treatedA B C

 

Figure 65. Representative Tac4 mRNA expression in the skin of intact (A), vaseline-treated (B) and 

Aldara-treated (C) WT mice by RNAscope. Tac4 mRNA in red counterstained with DAPI. 

Autofluorescence of hair can be seen on all panels. green arrow – hair follicle with Tac4 signal; 

white arrow – epidermis. 
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6.4.2.4 There was no significant difference in IL1β or TNFα levels in the absence of HK-1 or NK1 

receptor 

Both IL1β or TNFα levels reached their peak 24 h after initial Aldara treatment in WT mice (35.83 

± 7.89 pg/g and 8.65 ± 4.19 pg/g respectively) and remained elevated until the end of the 

experiment. There was no significant difference in the absence of HK-1 of NK1 receptor (Figure 

66). 

 

Figure 66. IL1β- and TNFα-levels in Aldara- and vaseline (vehicle)-treated skin of WT, Tacr1-/- and 

HK-1-deficient (Tac4−/−) mice (n = 4-10 per group; **p < 0.01 vs. WT, two-way ANOVA + 

Bonferroni’s post hoc test). 
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7 Discussion 

7.1 HK-1 mediates arthritic pain and inflammation independently of NK1 receptor. 

We showed that HK-1 is an important mediator of central- and peripheral sensitization during 

joint inflammation, which was independent of NK1 receptor in the K/BxN and CFA models. HK-1 

also contributes to edema formation, histopathological processes and prevents MPO increase. 

Using three different methods of inducing arthritis we were able to obtain a more detailed 

picture on the role of HK-1. K/BxN-induced arthritis is a widely accepted chronic passive disease 

transfer model120 which can mimic several aspects of the human condition, including central 

sensitization. In our experiments we saw that edema (which correlates to inflammatory 

responses) resolved 14 days after serum administration, while mechanical hyperalgesia persisted 

for another week indicating central sensitization independent of inflammation on the periphery. 

Table 3. Summary of arthritis experiment results 
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HK-1 contributes to both the early, dominantly peripheral pain as well as the late, central 

sensitization related pain, while NK1 receptor did not contribute to arthritis related pain. Edema 

formation and pathohistological score were also milder in the absence of HK-1, this reinforces 

that HK-1 has a role in the peripheral inflammatory reaction. It is worth noting that on the 14th 

day when histological samples were taken even the WT scored only 4 out of 9 points, so at this 

point the joint inflammation was already receding.  

On day 2 and 6 of K/BxN arthritis the absence of HK-1 did not affect dye extravasation in the 

fluorescent imaging study. Vascular leakage is not the only component of edema formation, so it 

cannot exclusively explain the differences in paw swelling. In a study using chronic CFA model we 

found that HK-1 contributed to histopathological changes in the joint while not contributing to 

edema formation121, so the vascular effects of HK-1 do not seem to be pronounced. 

Despite the detrimental effect of HK-1 in joint inflammation so far, MPO increase occurred earlier 

(on day 2) in the absence of HK-1. MPO is produced by neutrophils and macrophages and is 

known as a mediator of tissue damage and inflammation. One possible explanation is some sort 

of mechanism trying to compensate for the absence of HK-1 by increasing MPO production, 

however previous studies have found that in certain circumstances, when elevated in the early 

phase of the cascade, MPO can prevent inflammation122. The mechanism is not well understood, 

products of MPO can facilitate the switch to adaptive immunity and inhibit T-cell responses while 

downregulating the innate immunity. Since neutrophils can produce HK-1 as well, it is plausible 

for them to have interactions, however so far there is no corresponding data in the literature. 

Acute CFA-induced arthritis123 is initiated by macrophages and based on our findings HK-1 

contributed to both pain and knee swelling, while NK1 receptor did not. MCT as a local mediator 

of inflammation released from mast cells contributes to the development of arthritis124 and elicits 

its effects through sensory neurons125. HK-1 played a role in related mechanical hyperalgesia and 

edema, but not in increasing blood flow. The effects of HK-1 are mediated through NK1 receptor, 

as Tacr1-/- mice showed a similar response in a previous article125. Based on these findings we can 

see compelling evidence that HK-1 mediates its effects in arthritis not only through inflammatory 

cells, but also through the sensory neurons, in certain models independently of the NK1 receptor. 
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7.2 HK-1 activates primary sensory neurons independently of NK1 receptor and prevents 

capsaicin-induced desensitization. 

 

Table 4. Summary of primary sensory neuron culture experiments 

Our in vitro studies on cultured primary sensory neurons further explored the molecular 

mechanism of HK-1. HK-1 was able to directly activate the sensory neurons and elicit Ca2+ influx 

into the cells, while SP was not. The HK-1-induced Ca2+ influx was present in Tacr1-/- cells, as well 

as after pretreatment with NK1 receptor antagonist or PTX, but not when the cells were cultured 

on Ca2+-free media. This suggests an ion channel-coupled receptorial mechanism, but not TRPV1- 

or TRPA1-mediated mechanism, since the TRPV1 receptor antagonist AMG9810 and the TRPA1 

receptor antagonist HC030031 did not influence the HK-1-induced Ca2+ influx response. Repeated 

administration of capsaicin to primary sensory neurons causes a decreasing intensity in Ca2+ influx 

as the TRPV1 receptors become desensitized from the repeated stimulus126. Both HK-1 and SP 

were able to neutralize this effect and elicit the full Ca2+-influx response in the neurons. The 

neuronal activating ability of HK-1 has been shown in cholinergic hippocampal neurons, where it 

acted post-synaptically in a tetrodotoxin-resistant manner, however this response was not 

dependent on Ca2+ from the extracellular space127. These findings show the ability of HK-1 to act 

like classic tachykinin peptides and induce effects on neurons of sensory nerves. 
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7.3 HK-1 mediates certain acute nocifensive behaviors via NK1 receptor activation. 

Table 5. Summary of acute pain experiment results 

When evoking acute neurogenic inflammation in the foot with the administration of the TRPV1 

agonist RTX we saw that the heat threshold decrease and mechanical hyperalgesia were 

ameliorated in the absence of HK-1, NK1 receptor and SP/NKA. This reinforces our in vitro findings 

where the presence of HK-1 and SP maintained the TRPV1 agonist sensitivity of the sensory 

neurons.  

During the release of inflammatory mediators in the 2nd phase of formalin-induced nocifension 

only SP/NKA played a role, HK-1 and NK1 receptor did not. None of the peptides or NK1 receptor 

were involved in the 1st phase direct activation of sensory neurons in this model. SP/NKA and NK1 

receptor were the dominant mediators of visceral pain, HK-1 only had a weaker effect in the 2nd 

phase of the activation of visceral nociceptors. 
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7.4 HK-1 contributes to neuropathic pain and related neuroinflammation independently of NK1 

receptor activation, as well as motor coordination. 

Table 6. Summary of neuropathy experiment results. *Results published in Botz et al., 2013. 

In the PSL-induced neuropathic pain model HK-1 contributed to both mechanical hyperalgesia 

and decrease in cold threshold. This is unique to HK-1 among the tachykinins, as neither SP/NKA 

nor NK1 receptor played a role in PSL-induced pain113. The level of NGF did not change in WT 

animals after PSL, in Tac4-/- animals it began from a significantly lower level and increased when 

neuropathy developed. While NGF is best known for contributing to pain, it is also an important 

trophic factor of neurons which could contribute to the regeneration of damaged nerves. It is 

also noteworthy that, as with the MPO in joint inflammation, we saw again that in the absence 

of HK-1 a seemingly detrimental factor increased when the disease developed. NGF has been 

shown to increase the level of SP in DRG neurons in vitro128, but interaction between NGF and 

HK-1 has not been studied yet.  

When examining different levels of the pain pathway with immunohistochemistry methods we 

saw relevant differences in the lamina I-II of the spinal dorsal horn, as HK-1 contributed to the 

increase of microglia cells after operation. HK-1 seems to be an important mediator of microglia 

activation: the production of HK-1 is upregulated when microglia129 become activated; and 
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blocking microglia activation with minocyclin decreases HK-1 production, as well as pain related 

behavior in rats130. 

The PSL operation did not influence motor coordination, HK-1-deficient mice had worse motor 

coordination than WT mice. This correlates with previous reports of a paradoxically high HK-1 

expression in the cerebellum: in most brain regions SP is the dominant tachykinin and HK-1 is 

present in small amounts, while in the cerebellum HK-1 is dominant49. The cerebellum has the 

lowest NK1 receptor expression among different regions of the brain131. With this finding we 

provided the first functional data in correlation with the high HK-1 expression in the cerebellum. 

Though the cerebellum is known for its role in motor coordination, it has a role in emotional 

processing as well132, with a study even pinpointing its importance in reward anticipation133. 

Though NK1 receptor antagonists have been suggested as antidepressants, their application has 

yielded mixed results134. It could be interesting to include the cerebellum in further studies of 

mood disorders alongside the conventional mood-related cerebral brain regions. 
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7.5  HK-1 mediates in skin swelling in an allergic contact dermatitis model via the NK1 receptor. 

 

Table 7. Summary of allergic contact dermatitis experiment results. *Results published in 

Bánvölgyi et al., 2005. 

The results of our experiments showed that HK-1 only has a minor role in oxazolone-induced 

allergic contact dermatitis, decreasing ear edema only at the 24h timepoint. At this timepoint the 

inflammatory cytokines IFNγ and IL4 increased despite the milder reaction in the ear. Though IL4 

is known as a promoter of Th2-cell differentiation and allergic reaction135, it can also down-

regulate the inflammation in contact dermatitis which may explain the alleviated skin swelling at 

this timepoint136. Furthermore, neutralization of IL4 leads to the increased production of 

inflammatory mediators as IFN-γ, IL2, IL12 p40, and IL1β. In a previous study the absence of NK1 

receptor showed a more robust and persistent alleviation of symptoms of allergic contact 

dermatitis55,89. NK1 receptor produced by the T-cells has a pivotal role in survival and 

developement of Th1 then Th17 type cells55. Resting and stimulated T cells can produce both HK-

1 and SP, so based on our findings, the NK1 receptor seems to be the crucial component of the 

process, and the presence of one of its agonists (SP) was enough to elicit its effects in T cells.    
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The HK-1 present in the bulge area of the hair follicle did not influence the outcome in this study 

and will be discussed later. 

7.6 HK-1 mediates in skin swelling in the late phase of a psoriasis model. 

Table 8. Summary of Aldara-induced psoriasiform dermatitis experiment results 

While increase in skin thickness was markedly milder in both Tac4-/- and Tacr1-/- mice, this only 

reached statistical significance in case of Tac4-/- mice at the last measured timepoint. There was 

no difference in blood flow between WTs and KOs, which correlates with previous finding in our 

studies and others’ that HK-1 does not have a robust effect on vascular changes. The significant 

decrease in blood flow at 96 hours in case of Tac4-/- mice can be contributed to the more intensive 

scaling of the skin in these animals, as the scaling skin influenced the laser speckle device’s ability 

to detect the moving blood cells in the layers below. The process of T cell activation in psoriasis 

also includes Th17 cells, it is more dependent on IL23 than IL2. TCR signaling pathways are fully 

functional in NK1 receptor-deficient cells, and T-cell apoptosis in NK1 receptor-deficient cells 

could be prevented with IL2 supplementation in the study examining the mechanism of allergic 

contact dermatitis55. A study of skin biopsies of patients with plaque psoriasis with pruritus 

concluded that not just NK1, but NK2 receptor were upregulated in the lesions as well as NKA 

positive immune cells and nerve fibers94. Probably due to the complexity of the tachykinin system 

psoriasis was able to develop in mice even in the absence of HK-1 or NK1 receptor. As in the ear 

hair follicles, Tac4 mRNA was found in the bulge area of the hair follicles of the dorsal skin as 

well. Though it does not seem to play a role in psoriasiform dermatitis either, this was the first 

study to precisely locate HK-1 in the skin. The bulge is the area of the hair follicle at the insertion 

of the arrector pili muscle. It contains epidermal stem cells which can be progenitors of basal cell 
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carcinoma137, and pluripotent stem cells which can differentiate, among others, into beating 

cardiac muscle cells and glial cells138. The expression of HK-1 in this bulge area proposes exciting 

new research prospects but goes beyond the scope of this study. 

Our results provided evidence for the complex regulatory roles of HK-1 in pathologies related to 

sensory-immune interactions, whether in immune mechanism-triggered pain like arthritis, or 

nerve damage-induced neuroinflammation (gliosis). Although HK-1 did not exert a predominant 

role in the investigated dermatitis models, its presence in the stem cell rich bulge region is a 

particularly valuable novel information. The discovery of murine MrgprB2 and human MRGPRX2 

receptors as novel targets of HK-1, as well as the dual antagonist of both NK1 receptor and 

MRGPRX2 has reopened the possibility of novel analgesics targeting the tachykinin system.  
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8 Summary: conclusions from the novel results 

The tachykinin HK-1 mediates 

• arthritis-related pain and inflammation in acute and chronic models, including late central 

sensitization independently of NK1 receptor activation, while it prevents neutrophil MPO 

activity increase; 

• TRPV1 activation-induced acute neurogenic inflammation, somatic and visceral 

nocifensive behaviors via the NK1 receptor; 

• primary sensory neuronal activation in a pertussis toxin-insensitive, NK1 receptor-

independent, but extracellular Ca2+-dependent manner, as well as the prevention of 

capsaicin-induced desensitization; 

• neuropathic pain and related neuroinflammation (gliosis) in the lamina I-II of the spinal 

dorsal horn independently of the NK1 receptor, while it prevents peripheral NGF increase; 

• motor coordination independently of NK1-receptor, which is supported by the high HK-1 

and low NK1 receptor expressions in the cerebellum; 

• skin swelling in psoriasis and allergic contact dermatitis models, while it prevents IFNγ 

and IL4 level increase in allergic contact dermatitis. The HK-1 encoding Tac4 mRNA is 

present in the bulge area of the hair follicles of the mouse skin. 

The findings are summarized in Figure 67. 
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Figure 67. Summary of novel results 
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A B S T R A C T

The Tac4 gene-derived hemokinin-1 (HK-1) is present in pain-related regions and activates the tachykinin NK1
receptor, but with binding site and signaling pathways different from Substance P (SP). NK1 receptor is involved
in nociception, but our earlier data showed that it has no role in chronic neuropathic hyperalgesia, similarly to
SP. Furthermore, NK1 antagonists failed in clinical trials as analgesics due to still unknown reasons. Therefore,
we investigated the role of HK-1 in pain conditions of distinct mechanisms using genetically modified mice.

Chronic neuropathic mechanical and cold hyperalgesia after partial sciatic nerve ligation (PSL) were de-
termined by dynamic plantar aesthesiometry and withdrawal latency from icy water, motor coordination on the
accelerating Rotarod. Peripheral nerve growth factor (NGF) production was measured by ELISA, neuronal and
glia cell activation by immunohistochemistry in pain-related regions. Acute somatic and visceral chemonoci-
fensive behaviors were assessed after intraplantar formalin or intraperitoneal acetic-acid injection, respectively.
Resiniferatoxin-induced inflammatory mechanical and thermal hyperalgesia by aesthesiometry and increasing
temperature hot plate.

Chronic neuropathic mechanical and cold hypersensitivity were significantly decreased in HK-1 deficient
mice. NGF level in the paw homogenates of intact mice were significantly lower in case of HK-1 deletion.
However, it significantly increased under neuropathic condition in contrast to wildtype mice, where the higher
basal concentration did not show any changes. Microglia, but not astrocyte activation was observed 14 days after
PSL in the ipsilateral spinal dorsal horn of wildtype, but not HK-1-deficient mice. However, under neuropathic
conditions, the number of GFAP-positive astrocytes was significantly smaller in case of HK-1 deletion. Acute
visceral, but not somatic nocifensive behavior, as well as neurogenic inflammatory mechanical and thermal
hypersensitivity were significantly reduced by HK-1 deficiency similarly to NK1, but not to SP deletion.

We provide evidence for pro-nociceptive role of HK-1, via NK1 receptor activation in acute inflammation
models, but differently from SP-mediated actions. Identification of its targets and signaling can open new di-
rections in pain research.

1. Introduction

Pain is one of the most common medical and socio-economical
problems world-wide. It can originate from several sources e.g. trauma,
inflammation, cancer, metabolic diseases. The most debilitating and

therapeutically challenging form is neuropathic pain, which is a very
typical symptom of diabetes, genetic diseases and nerve injury (Dineen
and Freeman, 2015). In many cases the presently available pharma-
cotherapy is not satisfactory, there are several therapy-resistant patients
and the adjuvant analgesics currently in use (tricyclic antidepressants,
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antiepileptics) have common and severe side effects (Watson and Dyck,
2015). Therefore, neuropathic pain is still an unmet medical need;
understanding the underlying mechanisms and finding new key mole-
cules is essential in determining new therapeutic targets.

Tachykinins are one of the oldest and most investigated group of
neuropeptides. There are several data available about their location and
broad range of functions, the drug developmental potential of
Substance P (SP) and its tachykinin NK1 receptor have been studied for
decades. The discovery of the newest member of the tachykinin family,
hemokinin-1 (HK-1) changed our knowledge about these neuropeptides
(Zhang et al., 2000). There is no doubt that tachykinins and their re-
ceptors are present and play a pivotal regulatory role in many functions
of the airways, GI and urinary tracts, as well as central and peripheral
nervous systems (CNS, PNS; Steinhoff et al., 2014). Furthermore, not
only the neurons, but also glia cells express the NK1 receptor with
discrepancies between spinal cord and brain, as well as between rodents
and humans (Marriott, 2004). Clinical data also suggest the importance
of SP and NK1 in pain states: elevated SP level was measured in patients
with trigeminal neuralgia (Qin et al., 2016) or fibromyalgia (Tsilioni
et al., 2016). Although agents that block the effect of SP on the NK1
receptor were very promising analgesic drug candidates based on an-
imal models, they failed in clinical trials (Hill, 2000). There are several
theories about their ineffectiveness including species-specific NK1
pharmacology, problems with the clinical trials, broad spectrum of
transmitters involved in pain (Herbert and Holzer, 2002), but the an-
swer still remains unclear. Another explanation might be the presence
and modulatory function of HK-1 that can bind to different regions of
the NK1 receptor, induce different signaling pathways as compared to
SP, and can also act at other targets. Comparison of SP and HK-1 to
reevaluate the previous results is particularly important to provide a
better overview about the function of the tachykinin family.

The Tac4 gene-derived HK-1 is different from the other members of
the tachykinin family, its predominant expression on the periphery, and
lower but characteristic distribution in the brain (Duffy et al., 2003)
have proposed a unique function for this peptide. Besides the immune
system, its role in the nociceptive pathway and pain states is the most
intensively investigated issue. However, based on present knowledge it
is not clear whether HK-1 is pro- or anti-nociceptive (Borbély and
Helyes, 2017), and whether it acts via its preferred NK1 receptor.

Therefore, we aimed to investigate the role of HK-1 in the patho-
physiology of neuropathic and inflammatory pain to unravel its func-
tion and mechanisms.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Animals

Experiments were carried out on Tac1 (Tac1−/−), Tac4 (Tac4−/−)

gene-deficient, NK1 receptor knockout (Tacr1−/−) mice and C57Bl/6
wildtypes (WT) of both sexes (8–12 weeks, 20–30 g). The original
breeding pairs of the Tac1−/− and Tacr1−/− mice were obtained from
the University of Liverpool, UK (Zimmer et al., 1998; De Felipe et al.,
1998), while those of the Tac4−/− mice were donated by Berger et al.
(2010). Transgenic mice with deletion of Tac1, Tac4 or Tacr1 were
generated on a C57Bl/6 background and backcrossed to homozygosity
for> 5 generations prior to using C57Bl/6 mice as controls, purchased
from Charles-River Ltd. (Hungary). Germline transmission of the mu-
tated allele and excision of the selection cassette were verified by PCR
analysis. Animals were bred and kept in conventional animal house of
the Department of Pharmacology and Pharmacotherapy, University of
Pécs at 24–25 °C, 12 h light/dark cycles. Animals were provided stan-
dard diet and water ad libitum. Mice were housed in groups of 5–10 in
polycarbonate cages (330 cm2

floor space, 12 cm height) on wood
shaving bedding. Behavioral tests and perfusion were carried out in the
laboratory of the Department in the morning. The animals had a 60-min
period prior each experiment for acclimatization. The investigator was
always blinded to the treatments and the genotypes of the mice.

2.2. Ethics

All experiments were carried out according to the European
Communities Council Directive of 2010/63/EU and Consideration
Decree of Scientific Procedures of Animal Experiments (243/1988). The
studies were approved by the Ethics Committee on Animal Research of
Pécs University according to the Ethical Codex of Animal Experiments
(BA 02/2000-9/2011).

2.3. Investigation of neuropathic pain (partial sciatic nerve ligation, PSL)

Traumatic mononeuropathy was induced by the 1/3–1/2 ligation of
the right sciatic nerve, or partial sciatic nerve ligation (Seltzer et al.,
1990.) under ketamine (100mg/kg, i.p) and xylazine (10mg/kg, i.p.)-
induced anesthesia. In sham-operated group sciatic nerve was located,
but not ligated. Mechanonociceptive threshold was characterized by the
force exerted by a straight metal filament – when the animal removed
its hindpaw, and it was assessed with a dynamic plantar aesthesiometer
(Ugo Basile 37000, Comerio, Italy). Measurements were performed 3, 5,
7, 10, 14, 19 days after operation, and mechanical hyperalgesia was
expressed as percentage change of mechanonociceptive threshold in
comparison to the initial, control value (Helyes et al., 2004). Cold tol-
erance was examined with the latency of paw-withdrawal from 0 °C
water, and the change was compared to the pre-operative control
measurements of each mice (Tékus et al., 2014). Motor coordination
was examined with the accelerating Rotarod 7, 10 and 19 days after
operation (Ugo Basile, Comerio, Italy; Botz et al., 2013) (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Study design in the partial sciatic nerve-ligation (PSL)-induced neuropathy model.
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2.4. Measurement of nerve growth factor (NGF) concentration in the paw

Nerve growth factor (NGF) is a member of a family of growth and
survival factors known as neurotrophins. Enzyme-linked im-
munosorbent assay (ELISA) was applied in order to determine NGF
expression at the level of protein using ChemiKine Nerve Growth Factor
Sandwich ELISA Kit (Chemicon International, catalog nr: CYT304).
Measurement was performed according to the manufacturer’s instruc-
tions. Shortly, sheep polyclonal antibodies generated against mouse
NGF were coated on a 96-well plate. Samples and standards were in-
cubated overnight on the plate to let any NGF present in the sample
bound to the immobilized antibodies. After removal of unbound bio-
logical components by washing, indirect labelling was performed using
mouse anti-mouse NGF monoclonal primary antibody and peroxidase
conjugated donkey anti-mouse IgG polyclonal antibodies. The formed
immunocomplex was incubated with TMB/E Substrate. Enzyme reac-
tion was stopped with HCl solution and color intensity was detected
immediately using Labsystem Multiscan RC plate reader. Results were
calculated after plotting of a standard curve and are given in pg/g tissue
homogenate.

2.5. Examination of glial and neuronal activation with
immunohistochemistry

The mice had their last pain threshold measurement on the 7th
postoperative day, and returned to the animal house for 7 days of rest to
allow the increase in FosB protein caused by handling to subside. On
the 14th day after operation, the mice were perfused with 4% paraf-
ormaldehyde, and their spinal cord and brain were removed.
Immunohistochemistry of the brains of C57Bl/6 and Tac4−/− animals
was performed as it was previously described in detail (Gaszner et al.,
2012). In brief, sections were cut for free-floating diaminobenzidine
(Sigma-Aldrich Ltd, Missouri, USA) immunohistochemistry after
marking the operated (right) side of the tissues with alcian blue stain
(Merck, Darmstadt, Germany). Polyclonal rabbit antiserum against Iba1
(Wako Biochemicals, Osaka, Japan) and FosB (Santa Cruz Bio-
technology Inc., Dallas, USA), monoclonal mouse antibody against
GFAP protein (Leica Biosystems, Wetzlar, Germany). Goat anti-rabbit
IgG were used for the detection of activated neurons and microglia,
horse anti-mouse IgG for the detection of astrocytes. Photographs were
taken with a digital camera (Spot RT; Nikon, Tokyo, Japan). Im-
munopositive cells were quantified in pain-related brain regions with
microscope (Nikon Microphot FXA) and Inform software (Massachu-
setts, USA). The locations of the investigated areas were determined on
the basis of the Paxinos and Franklin brain atlas (2003).

2.6. Examination of formalin-induced acute somatic nocifensive behavior

Acute somatic chemonociception was elicited by formalin
(Formaldehydum solutum 37%; Ph.Hg. VII.; 50 μl, 2.5%) injected sub-
cutaneously (s.c.) into the plantar surface of the right hindpaw.
Nocifensive behavior – including the lifting, licking and shaking
movement of the treated hindpaw - developed in two phases. The
evolvement of the first phase (0–5min, early phase) is thought to occur
due to a direct activation of sensory nerve terminals, while the second
one (20–45min, late phase) develops mainly as a result of the release of
acute inflammatory mediators (Tjølsen et al., 1992). Quantitative eva-
luation of the nocifensive reaction was performed in both examination
periods: the duration of paw liftings and lickings was determined
(Bölcskei et al., 2005; Sándor et al., 2010).

2.7. Investigation of acetic acid-evoked acute visceral nocifensive reaction
(writhing test)

In order to investigate acute visceral chemonociception, in-
traperitoneal (i.p.) administration of acetic acid (0.2 ml per mouse,

0.6%) was carried out. As a result of chemical irritation of the perito-
neum, abdominal contractions (writhing movements) occurred, re-
garded as typical sign of visceral nocifensive behavior. For quantitative
assessment of this reaction, animals were placed in a transparent plastic
box immediately after the injection and the amount of writhing
movements was counted during the 0–5, 5–20 and 20–30min time
intervals (Sándor et al., 2007).

2.8. Investigation of resiniferatoxin (RTX)-induced acute thermal allodynia
and mechanical hyperalgesia

Acute neurogenic inflammation of the right hindpaw was evoked by
intraplantar injection of the ultrapotent Transient Receptor Potential
Vanilloid 1 (TRPV1) receptor agonist resiniferatoxin (RTX; 20 μl,
0.03 μg/ml i.pl.). RTX evokes an acute neurogenic inflammatory reac-
tion including the evolvement of a rapid thermal allodynia, and a
subsequent mechanical hyperalgesia (Meyer and Campbell, 1981).
Thermal allodynia was expressed as the drop of noxious heat threshold
compared to the pre-injection control value. Noxious heat threshold
was defined as the temperature where the animal first showed noci-
fensive behavior (lifting, licking or shaking of the hindpaw), and it was
determined with an increasing temperature hot plate (IITC Life Science,
Woodland Hills, CA, USA) prior to RTX-injection and 5, 10, 15 and
20min following the treatment. Mechanical hyperalgesia was assessed
by dynamic plantar aesthesiometry as described for the neuropathy
model (see above) before the induction of inflammation and 2, 4, 6 and
24 h afterwards (Sándor et al., 2010).

2.9. Statistical analysis

Results are expressed as mean ± SEM of n= 4–16 mice per group
in case of in vivo functional tests. Data obtained in these experiments
were analysed with repeated measures two-way ANOVA followed by
Bonferroni’s posttest with GraphPad Prism 5 software (La Jolla, USA).
The data of the immunohistological staining, due to the larger number
of groups, was analysed with factorial ANOVA and Tukey’s posttest
with Statistica software (TIBCO Inc., Palo Alto, USA). In all cases
p < 0.05 was accepted as statistically significant.

3. Results

3.1. Decreased neuropathic hyperalgesia and worse motor performance in
HK-1 deficient mice

Compared to the pre-operation control values (9.29 ± 0.07 g in the
WT and 9.10 ± 0.09 g in the gene-deleted group), significant me-
chanical hyperalgesia developed by day 5 after the sciatic nerve ligation
in the WT group, reaching its maximum of −48.46 ± 4.01% on day
10, which was maintained until the end of the study. In the Tac4−/−

group neuropathic mechanical hyperalgesia was significantly smaller
throughout the whole experiment with the maximum of
−29.03 ± 2.30% on day 10 (Fig. 2A).

The basal withdrawal latency from 0 °C water was 158.60 ± 4.09
and 147.41 ± 3.49 s in the WT and Tac4 gene-deleted groups, re-
spectively. Withdrawal latency decreased earlier than the mechan-
onociceptive threshold, cold hyperalgesia developed on the 3rd post-
operative day in the WT group, which was significantly smaller in the
HK-1 deficient one until day 7, when the difference was not statistically
significant any more (Fig. 2B).

The basal motor performance on the accelerating Rotarod was
56.64 ± 5.28 s in the WT and 38.13 ± 8.38 s in the HK-1-deficient
group. This statistically not significant basal difference was also ob-
served later, when repeating this measurement, and reached statistical
significance on day 10. Despite the sensory changes, nerve ligation did
not significantly alter the motor performance (Fig. 2C).
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3.2. Lower peripheral NGF concentration in HK-1-deficient mice increases
after nerve injury

The NGF concentration of the paw homogenates was significantly
lower in intact Tac4−/− mice compared to WTs. Under neuropathic
condition, 7 days after PSL – when the postoperative pain component is
not relevant anymore, and both mechanical and cold hyperalgesia are
stable – NGF level was not altered in the WT group, but showed an
almost 2-fold elevation in the HK-1-deficient one (Fig. 2D).

3.3. HK-1 mediates microglia activation in the spinal dorsal horn after PSL-
induced neuropathy

In the spinal dorsal horn, the number of Iba1-immunopositive mi-
croglia did not differ under intact conditions in the WT and Tac4 gene-
deficient groups (Figs. 3, E, 4 AA). In response to PSL microglia density
significantly increased ipsilaterally in WT mice but not in the Tac4
gene-deleted mice (Figs. 3C, G, 4 A). There was no change on the
contralateral side, resulting in significantly smaller cells numbers
compared to the ipsilateral side in both groups (Figs. 3B, D, F, H, 4 B).

The number of GFAP-positive astrocytes were very similar in the
spinal dorsal horn of both WT and HK-1-deficient mice under intact
conditions. Despite the PSL-induced microgliosis described above, as-
trocyte numbers did not increase significantly in the WT group either
ipsi- or contralaterally but interestingly even decreased in the Tac4−/−

one on both sides (Fig. 4C, D).
The chronic neuronal activation marker FosB-immunopositivity did

not show any changes in relation to genotype, PSL or side (Fig. 4E, F).
In pain-related brain regions, such as the PAG, amygdala and so-

matosensory cortex the number of Iba1-positive microglia was very
similar in both groups, both under intact and neuropathic conditions.
The GFAP-positive astrocyte counts were very low (below 40–50 cells/
mm2) in these regions, and therefore statistically significant changes
were not detectable except for the lateral PAG, where significantly

lower GFAP-immunopositivity was measured in intact HK-1-deficient
mice. The FosB-immunopositivity was very stable and not affected by
genetic modification or nerve injury either ipsi- or contralaterally
(Suppl. Figs. 1–3).

In sham-operated mice significant changes of microglia, astrocyte or
activated neuron counts were not observed compared to intact mice in
any regions.

3.4. HK-1 mediates acute visceral nociception, inflammatory thermal
allodynia and mechanical hyperalgesia

In WT mice, the total duration of formalin-induced paw lickings,
liftings and shakings was 128.54 ± 16.80 s in the early phase referring
to acute somatic chemonociception and 440.69 ± 35.74 s in the late
phase evoked by neurogenic inflammatory mechanisms. There was no
significant difference between Tac4 gene-deleted mice and WT mice in
either phase (Fig. 5A).

The number of acetic acid-induced abdominal contractions were
0.75 ± 0.48, 19.25 ± 0.85 and 5.75 ± 0.63 in WT mice in the 0–5,
5–20 and 20–30min time periods, respectively. However, in Tac4−/−

mice writhing movements were significantly decreased in the second
observational period, indicating a less intensive visceral nocifensive
reaction (Fig. 5B).

The basal thermonociceptive thresholds of WT and Tac4−/− mice
were 45.38 ± 0.86 °C and 46.03 ± 0.82 °C, respectively, showing no
significant difference. Intraplantar RTX injection induced an
8.79 ± 1.48 °C decrease of the thermonociceptive threshold showing
the development of an early thermal allodynia, which was maintained
at a stable level throughout the 20-min investigation period. In con-
trast, in Tac4−/− mice this thermal allodynia was significantly atte-
nuated compared to the WTs (Fig. 5C).

The basal mechanonociceptive thresholds of WT and Tac4−/− mice
were 7.26 ± 0.16 g and 8.13 ± 0.17 g, respectively. There was a
34.05 ± 2.47% drop of the mechanonociceptive threshold

Fig. 2. Evaluation of neuropathic hyperalgesia and motor performance as well as peripheral NGF level in HK-1 deficient mice. PSL-induced mechanical hyperalgesia
(A), cold allodynia (B) and motor performance (C). Paw NGF levels of control and PSL-operated mice (D). (n= 6–12 per group; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01,
***p < 0.001 vs. WT, repeated measures two-way ANOVA+Bonferroni’s post test, for NGF level measurement: two-way ANOVA+Bonferroni’s post test).
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Fig. 3. Representative pictures of the Iba1-positive microglia in the I-III Rexed laminae of the spinal dorsal horn. Activated microglia cells of the spinal dorsal horn in
intact (A, B) and PSL-operated (C, D) WT mice, as well as in intact (E, F) and PSL-operated (G, H) Tac4−/− animals. Scale bar= 200 μm; magnification: 10×; insert
magnification: 20×.

Fig. 4. Activation of the microglia, astrocytes and neurons in the I-III Rexed laminae of the spinal dorsal horn after PSL. Number of the Iba1-positive microglia in the
ipsilateral (A) and contralateral (B) dorsal horn, GFAP-positive astrocytes in the ipsilateral (C) and contralateral (D) dorsal horn and FosB-positive neurons in the
ipsilateral (E) and contralateral (F) dorsal horn of the spinal cord in intact, sham- and PSL-operated WT and HK-1 deficient mice. (n= 3–8 per group, *p < 0.05,
**p < 0.01 vs. WT, #p < 0.05 vs. respective ipsilateral side, factorial ANOVA and Tukey’s post test).
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(mechanical hyperalgesia) in WT mice 2 h after RTX injection that de-
creased to -20.67 ± 2.97% by the 24 h time point. However, in Tac4−/

− mice this later developing mechanical hyperalgesia was also sig-
nificantly reduced in comparison to the WTs during the whole in-
vestigation period (Fig. 5D).

In order to investigate whether the effects of HK-1 are similar to SP
and mediated by NK1 receptors, we also included Tac1−/− and
Tacr1−/− mice in our studies. Formalin-induced somatic nocifensive
behavior was significantly reduced in the late phase in Tac1−/− mice,
but not in Tacr1−/− ones (Fig. 6A). Acetic acid-evoked writhing
movements were significantly decreased both in the Tac1−/− and
Tacr1−/− mice in the second and third phases (Fig. 6B). RTX-induced
thermal hyperalgesia was abolished in the Tac1−/− mice but in the
Tacr1−/− group significant decrease was only detected at the last, 20-
min time point (Fig. 6C). However, mechanical hyperalgesia in this
model was significantly attenuated in the Tacr1−/− mice, but not in the
Tac1−/− group (Fig. 6D).

4. Discussion

With the help of gene-deleted mice we provided clear evidence that
the Tac4 gene-encoded HK-1 is an important mediator of chronic
neuropathic mechanical and cold hyperalgesia, microglia- and astrocyte
activation in the spinal dorsal horn, and peripheral NGF-production.
Furthermore, HK-1 is also involved in acute inflammatory thermal al-
lodynia involving mainly peripheral mechanisms, as well as mechanical
hyperalgesia including both central and peripheral sensitization. HK-1
participates in acute visceral chemonociception as well. We provided
the first functional data for a role of HK-1 in motor coordination, which
is supported by very high Tac4 mRNA expression in the cerebellum

(Duffy et al., 2003).
Data about the role of HK-1 and related peptides in humans such as

hHK-1, hHK-1(4–11) and endokinins in pain after their central ad-
ministration are controversial. Intracerebroventricular injection of HK-
1 induced pain responses like foot-tapping in gerbils and scratching in
mice (Duffy et al., 2003), intrathecal administration caused scratching
in rats (Endo et al., 2006). HK-1-induced pain reactions were suggested
to be mediated by the interaction with the glutamate system in the
spinal cord (Watanabe et al., 2016). Intrathecally administered en-
dokinin A/B (EKA/B)-evoked scratching behavior and thermal hyper-
algesia, while EKC/D did not (Yoshioka et al., 2006). In contrast, sev-
eral data reported analgesic effects of HK-1, and suggested potential
interactions with the opioid system (Fu et al., 2005, 2008; Yang and
Dong, 2010). The virtually contradictory actions of hemokinins and
endokinins in pain might be explained by its divergent actions in the
CNS and in the periphery, as well as by the different doses applied. HK-
1 was established to contribute to immune activation (Naono-
Nakayama et al., 2010a; Sumpter et al., 2015, for review see Borbély
and Helyes, 2017), which can be a factor in inflammatory pain. Mi-
croglia - the resident macrophages of the central nervous system - are
known to increase HK-1 production when activated (Sakai et al., 2012),
and HK-1-production could be decreased by blocking glia activation in
neuropathic rats, as well as their pain-related behavior (Matsumura
et al., 2008). There is no information regarding direct interactions of
NGF and HK-1 in inflammation and pain, but it is known that NGF is an
important factor of nociceptor development and the activation of pep-
tidergic C-fibers releasing proinflammatory neuropeptides, including SP
via its tyrosin kinase-linked receptors (Woolf and Ma, 2007). We de-
scribe the first results, that in the absence of HK-1, peripheral NGF level
increases during neuropathic conditions, which might contribute to the

Fig. 5. Assessment of acute nocifensive behaviors as well as inflammatory thermal allodynia and mechanical hyperalgesia in mice lacking HK-1. (A) Formalin-
induced nocifensive behavior did not alter in the Tac4 gene-deficient mice in comparison to the WT animals. (B) The number of acetic acid-evoked abdominal
contractions (writhing movements) was significantly decreased in the Tac4−/− mice compared to the wildtypes. (C) RTX-induced thermal allodynia – demonstrated
as a decrease of noxious heat threshold – was significantly reduced in the Tac4−/− animals in comparison to the WTs. (D) RTX-evoked mechanical hyperalgesia –
calculated as a percentage drop of the mechanonociceptive threshold – was significantly attenuated in the Tac4−/− mice compared to the WT group (n=4–16 per
group, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 vs. WT, repeated measures two-way ANOVA+Bonferroni’s post test).
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heeling of the damaged peripheral nerve fibres resulting in decreased
hyperalgesia (Siniscalco et al., 2011).

Aside from NGF, other mediators are also released at the site of
nerve injury, such as somatostatin, cytokines, and neurotransmitters
like noradrenaline. The impairment of the noradrenergic transmission
plays a role in neuropathic pain mechanisms: adrenergic α2 agonists
can be used as analgesics in post-ischemic allodynia (Yeo and Park,
2018), local anaesthetics – frequently given in neuropathic pain therapy
– release noradrenaline from the sympathetic terminals of the spinal
cord (Sircuta et al., 2016; Végh et al., 2017). The released noradrena-
line may be responsible for pain killing effect by inhibiting the sensory
nerves via α2-adrenoceptor stimulation (Borbély et al., 2017b).

Concerning the target and mechanism of action, our present data in
comparison with previously published results clearly demonstrate that
in chronic neuropathic hyperalgesia HK-1 does not mediate its prono-
ciceptive effect via the NK1 receptor (Botz et al., 2013) despite in-
flammatory hyperalgesia in the adjuvant-induced chronic arthritis
model (Borbély et al., 2013). Several data suggest that some of the HK-1
effects are mediated by other targets, presumably its own receptor and/
or through an NK1 receptor binding pocket different from SP (Endo
et al., 2006; Watanabe et al., 2010; Borbély et al., 2013; Hajna et al.,
2015; Borbély et al., 2017a). The complexity of HK action is also illu-
strated by the analgesic effects of hHK-1, but not its shorter fragment
hHK-1(4–11) through NK1 receptor (Fu et al., 2008).

While we again showed that PSL does not cause impairment in the
Rotarod test (Botz et al., 2013), we demonstrated that HK-1 deficient
mice have worse motor performance. This can be explained by parti-
cularly high expression of Tac4 mRNA in the cerebellum (Duffy et al.,
2003). This function is likely not mediated via the NK1 receptor, as
similar results were found in mice lacking SP, but not NK1 receptor

(Botz et al., 2013.).
The present results revealed that in contrast to chronic neuropathy

SP and NKA, but not HK-1 and NK1 receptor mediate acute somatic
nocifensive behaviors. SP/NKA might exert these actions by the NK2
receptor in this process. However, HK-1 is involved in the development
of acute visceral chemonociception and inflammatory thermal hyper-
algesia due to peripheral sensitization of the nociceptors similarly to
SP/NKA, mainly via NK1 receptor activation.

However, under inflammatory conditions, where central sensitiza-
tion in the spinal dorsal horn plays an important role besides peripheral
mechanisms at the nerve terminals, NK1 receptor seems to be activated
primarily by HK-1 and not by SP/NKA.

Interestingly, our investigations also revealed that in SP-deficient
mice the acetic-acid-evoked nocifensive behavior was significantly less
intensive, although previous reports only described a tendentious dif-
ference (Zimmer et al., 1998). The fact that we performed a longer and
more detailed set of analysis is likely to explain these findings.

Our conclusion that HK-1 is differently involved in pain processing
compared to SP/NKA is strongly supported by the literature. Although
centrally administered HK-1 induced scratching response similarly to
SP (Duffy et al., 2003; Endo et al., 2006), it did not influence the
withdrawal latency to noxious thermal stimulation unlike SP (Endo
et al., 2006). Moreover, HK-1 and SP differently modulated the noci-
fensive behavior in response to activation of several TRP channels
(Naono-Nakayama et al., 2010b). Aside from these differences in the
effects of HK-1 and SP, the release of proinflammatory/pronociceptive
peptides from capsaicin-sensitive nerve terminals is modulated by
several factors, i.e. activation of noradrenergic receptors. Dexmedeto-
midin, an α2-adrenergic agonist, failed to change the baseline release of
SP, but significantly decreased its capsaicin-evoked release (Takano

Fig. 6. Assessment of acute nocifensive behaviors as well as inflammatory thermal allodynia and mechanical hyperalgesia in mice lacking SP/NKA or the NK1
receptor. (A) Formalin-evoked paw liftings and lickings in the second phase were significantly attenuated in Tac1 gene-deleted mice compared to the wildtypes. (B)
The amount of acetic acid-induced writhing movements was significantly decreased both in the Tac1−/− and in the Tacr1−/− mice in comparison to the WTs. (C)
RTX-induced drop of the thermonociceptive threshold was completely abolished in Tac1−/− mice compared to the WT group, and tendentiously reduced in the
Tacr1−/− mice. (D) RTX-elicited decrease of mechanonociceptive threshold was significantly attenuated in Tacr1−/− mice compared to the WT group (n= 6–9 per
group, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 vs. WT, repeated measures two-way ANOVA+Bonferroni’s post test).
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et al., 1993). The effect of α2-adrenergic agonists can be blocked by α2-
receptor antagonists (Yamamoto and Nozaki-Taguchi, 1996). The ex-
pression pattern of HK-1 differs from that of SP: HK-1 is present in a
much broader range of peripheral tissues, but at a lower level in the
CNS compared to SP (Duffy et al., 2003). Furthermore, baseline Tac1
mRNA expression was higher than Tac4 in the dorsal spinal cord, but
under neuropathic conditions only Tac4 expression increased sig-
nificantly in rats (Matsumura et al., 2008). These can also provide an
explanation for our findings that HK-1 differently contributes to neu-
ropathic and inflammatory pain as compared to SP.

Our present study also revealed that HK-1 plays a predominant role
in mechanical hyperalgesia not only under chronic traumatic neuro-
pathic, but also under acute inflammatory conditions. These results are
in accordance with our previous data in the adjuvant-induced arthritis
model, where HK-1 was shown to mediate chronic inflammatory me-
chanical hyperalgesia (Borbély et al., 2013). Despite its considerably
lower expression in the CNS compared to SP, HK-1 does contribute to
the development of mechanical hyperalgesia involving both peripheral
and central sensitization, while these tachykinins do not play a role in
thermal hyperalgesia mediated by peripheral sensitization (Meyer
et al., 2006). This is a very important result in the characterization of
the neurobiology of HK-1.

5. Conclusion

HK-1 is an important mediator of chronic neuropathic pain via a
non-NK1 receptor-mediated pathway. It activates microglia in the
spinal dorsal horn and suppresses nerve damage-induced peripheral
NGF production. Moreover, it also participates in acute inflammatory
thermal allodynia and mechanical hyperalgesia, as well as acute visc-
eral chemonociception, presumably through NK1 receptor activation.
These findings help to better understand the pathophysiology of pain
and might contribute to the development of novel analgesics.
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Hemokinin-1 as a Mediator of
Arthritis-Related Pain via Direct
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The tachykinin hemokinin-1 (HK-1) is involved in immune cell development and
inflammation, but little is known about its function in pain. It acts through the NK1
tachykinin receptor, but several effects are mediated by a yet unidentified target.
Therefore, we investigated the role and mechanism of action of HK-1 in arthritis
models of distinct mechanisms with special emphasis on pain. Arthritis was induced
by i.p. K/BxN serum (passive transfer of inflammatory cytokines, autoantibodies), intra-
articular mast cell tryptase or Complete Freund’s Adjuvant (CFA, active immunization) in
wild type, HK-1- and NK1-deficient mice. Mechanical- and heat hyperalgesia determined
by dynamic plantar esthesiometry and increasing temperature hot plate, respectively,
swelling measured by plethysmometry or micrometry were significantly reduced in HK-1-
deleted, but not NK1-deficient mice in all models. K/BxN serum-induced histopathological
changes (day 14) were also decreased, but early myeloperoxidase activity detected by
luminescent in vivo imaging increased in HK-1-deleted mice similarly to the CFA model.
However, vasodilation and plasma protein extravasation determined by laser Speckle and
fluorescent imaging, respectively, were not altered by HK-1 deficiency in anymodels. HK-1
induced Ca2+-influx in primary sensory neurons, which was also seen in NK1-deficient cells
and after pertussis toxin-pretreatment, but not in extracellular Ca2+-free medium. These
are the first results showing that HK-1 mediates arthritic pain and cellular, but not vascular
inflammatory mechanisms, independently of NK1 activation. HK-1 activates primary
sensory neurons presumably via Ca2+ channel-linked receptor. Identifying its target
opens new directions to understand joint pain leading to novel therapeutic opportunities.

Keywords: experimental arthritis, arthritic pain, primary sensory neuron, neuroinflammation, tachykinin, in vivo
optical imaging

INTRODUCTION

Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is the most common autoimmune disorder of the joints characterized by
chronic inflammation and severe pain. Although the inflammation can be effectively controlled by
nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), steroids, disease-modifying antirheumatic
drugs (DMARDs) and biologic agents (Sparks, 2019), pain is often resistant to these drugs
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(McWilliams andWalsh, 2019). Persistent pain has resulted in an
increased use of opioids among RA patients (Day and Curtis,
2019), though opioids are not effective in all cases (Chancay et al.,
2019) suggesting more complex pain pathomechanisms in RA
and making pain management an unmet medical need.

The joints are densely innervated by capsaicin-sensitive
peptidergic sensory nerves (Donaldson et al., 1995) expressing,
among others, the transient receptor potential vanilloid 1
(TRPV1) and ankyrin 1 (TRPA1) ion channels activated by a
broad range of inflammatory mediators (Pinho-Ribeiro et al.,
2017). These nerves play an important role in complex neuro-
vascular-immune interactions resulting in chronic pain (Sun and
Dai, 2018). Recently, intensive investigations have been initiated
to reveal sensitization processes at molecular (Sommer and Kress,
2004) and histological levels alike (Ebbinghaus et al., 2019) that
convert inflammatory to neuropathic pain and contribute to
persistent arthritic pain. Exploration of its pathophysiological
processes is hindered by the fact that no single animal model can
mimic every aspect of RA, conclusions drawn using different
models might not necessarily apply to the human disease (Krock
et al., 2018). Studying the role of endogenous molecules of the
sensory-vascular-immune interactions is essential to identify key
mediators and potential novel drug targets.

Tachykinins are a family of neuropeptides that have been
shown to play important roles in immune mechanisms,
inflammatory vascular changes and pain (Onaga, 2014).
Their best-known member, substance p (SP) acts mainly
through the tachykinin neurokinin-1 receptor (NK1R), but
can also bind to the other two tachykinin receptors, NK2R
and NK3R, with much lower affinities. NK1R plays a key role in
the wind-up mechanism in the spinal dorsal horn (Herrero
et al., 2000), which is a crucial element in central sensitization
leading to chronic pain. SP through NK1R also sensitizes the
peripheral terminals of nociceptors (Nakamura-Craig and
Smith, 1989). NK1R antagonists were developed as analgesic
drug candidates, but despite promising preclinical results, they
did not prove to be effective in human pain conditions.
Therefore, tachykinins fell outside the focus of pain research
until the discovery of hemokinin-1 (HK-1) in 2000 (Zhang et al.,
2000) beginning a new era in this field. HK-1, encoded by the
preprotachykinin-4 gene (Tac4), was first isolated from bone
marrow B-cells (Zhang et al., 2000), and plays a role in
T-lymphopoesis as well (Zhang and Paige, 2003). HK-1
consists of 11 amino acids, it has a close structural
resemblance to SP, with seven matching aminoacids. HK-1
has the highest affinity to the NK1R similarly to SP (Morteau
et al., 2001), but it has been proven that HK-1 can exert effects
through other, so far unidentified target(s) (Borbély and Helyes,
2017). Our research group was the first to describe the mediator
role of HK-1 in the chronic adjuvant-induced mouse model of
inflammation and related nociception (Borbély et al., 2013).
Recently, we proved that HK-1 is involved not only in
inflammatory, but also nerve ligation-induced neuropathic
pain, which develops independently of inflammation with
prominent central sensitization mechanisms (Hunyady et al.,
2019). The present work focused on investigating the
involvement of HK-1 in arthritis models of distinct

mechanisms with special emphasis on pain, nociceptive
sensory neurons and the molecular mechanism of action.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals and Ethics
Experiments were performed on inbred 12–18-week-old
(25–30 g) male Tac4 gene-deficient (Tac4−/−) knockout (KO)
and NK1 receptor-deleted (Tacr1−/−) mice and their C57BL/6J
wild type controls (WT) purchased from Charles-River Ltd.
(Hungary). The original Tacr1−/− breeding pairs (De Felipe
et al., 1998) were obtained from the University of Liverpool,
United Kingdom, The Tac4−/− strain was donated by A. Berger
(Berger et al., 2010). Both KO strains were generated on C57BL/6J
background and backcrossed to homozygosity for over five
generations. The mutated allele’s germline transmission and
excision of the selection cassette were verified by PCR analysis.
The experimenters were blinded from the genotype and
treatments in all cases. Animals were bred and kept in the
conventional Laboratory Animal House of the Department of
Pharmacology and Pharmacotherapy, University of Pécs at
24–25°C, 12 h light/dark cycles on wood shaving bedding in a
standard polycarbonate cage with two to six mice per cage and
provided with standard rodent diet and water ad libitum.

All experiments were carried out according to the European
Communities Council Directive of 2010/63/EU, Consideration
Decree of Scientific Procedures of Animal Experiments (243/
1988) and Ethical Codex of Animal Experiments and to the NIH
guidelines (Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals,
NIH Publication 86–23). The project was approved by the Ethics
Committee on Animal Research of the University of Pécs and
license was provided (BA 02/2000–2/2012).

Serum Transfer Arthritis
K/BxN arthritogenic and BxN non-arthritogenic sera were
harvested as described earlier (Jakus et al., 2010). Arthritis
was induced by intraperitoneally (i.p.) injecting 150–150 μL
of the arthritogenic serum on the 0 and 3 day of the
experiment. The control groups received the same amount of
non-arthritogenic serum. The mechanonociceptive threshold,
heat threshold and cold tolerance were measured (methods
described below). Paw edema was quantified using
plethysmometry (Ugo Basile 7140), bodyweight was
monitored after the first serum administration as a parameter
of general well-being. Weight loss was given as the percentage of
lost weight compared to pretreatment control values. Arthritis
severity was scored using a semiquantitative visual scale where
0–0.5 was no change and 10 was maximal inflammation (Jakus
et al., 2010). Swelling and redness of all four feet were
considered for the score. To assess joint function mice were
placed on a horizontal grid, the grid was turned upside-down
and the latency to fall was measured. The grasping ability
needed in this test correlates with the joint function. In vivo
imaging was performed with IVIS Lumina II (PerkinElmer; 60 s
acquisition, F/Stop � 1, Binning � 8) before treatment and 2 and
6 days after to quantify plasma extravasation and
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myeloperoxidase (MPO) activity, as described below. We chose
these time points to collect data from the acute phase on day 2
when the vascular inflammatory components are predominant,
and from the chronic phase on day 6, when the cellular
inflammatory mechanisms are more remarkable (Horváth
et al., 2016). On the 14th day after serum administration
tibiotarsal joints were removed for histological staining with
Safranin stain. Fibroblast proliferation, leukocyte invasion and
thickness of synovium were evaluated with 0–3 score depending
on severity, the maximum possible score being 9.

Mast Cell Tryptase (MCT)-Induced Acute
Knee Monoarthritis
MCT can be found in abundance in synovial fluid contributing
to the inflammation in different types of arthritis (RA,
osteoarthritis, spondyloarthritis) by activating the protease-
activated receptor 2 (PAR2) on the sensory nerves and
inflammatory cells. To investigate acute inflammatory
synovial microcirculatory changes, 1 h after guanethidine
(12 mg/kg i. p., Sigma) pretreatment, MCT (Merck Millipore)
was applied topically to the synovial membrane of the knee joint
(12 μg/ml, 20 μL), after removing the skin under ketamine- and
xylazine-induced (100 mg/kg and 10 mg/kg i. p, respectively)
anesthesia. Contralateral knee joint was treated with 0.9% saline.
Blood flow was continuously monitored by laser Speckle
imaging for 40 min after the treatment, and the differences
compared to the baseline values of the respective area were
calculated. To measure acute inflammatory hyperalgesia and
edema, MCT was injected intra-articularly (20 μL, 12 μg/ml)
into the right knee joint. The paw mechanonociceptive
threshold and knee diameter were measured at 2, 4, and 6 h
post-injection.

Complete Freund’s Adjuvant (CFA)-Induced
Subacute Knee Monoarthritis
CFA is heat-killed Mycobacterium tuberculosis suspended in
paraffin oil (1 mg/ml; Sigma-Aldrich) which is taken up by
macrophages, activate their reactive oxygen species, cytokine
and enzyme generation within a few hours causing localized
arthritis of the injected joint without severe systemic symptoms.

CFA (20 μL) was injected into the right mouse knee joint
under ketamin-xylazine anesthesia as described above.
Contralateral knee joint was treated with 20 μL 0.9% saline.
Paw mechanonociceptive threshold and antero-posterior knee
diameter were measured 2, 6, and 24 h after CFA administration,
changes were expressed as percentage of change compared to the
pre-injection values. MPO activity was measured 24 h after
treatment.

Measurement of the Mechanonociceptive
and Heat Thresholds
The mechanonociceptive threshold was measured with the
dynamic plantar esthesiometer (DPE; Ugo Basile 37000) before
(to determine baseline nociceptive threshold) and after treatment.

The post-treatment values are shown as the percentage of
threshold-decrease of the individual mouse compared to its
baseline thresholds. Heat threshold was determined as the
temperature where the animal showed nocifensive behavior
(shaking, licking, lifting of the hind paw) on increasing
temperature hot plate (IITC Life Sciences), the cut-off value
was set at 53 °C. Cold hyperalgesia was given as the latency to
paw-withdrawal from 0°C water.

In vivo Optical Imaging
Mice were anesthetized with ketamine-xylazine anesthesia for in
vivo imaging with IVIS Lumina II (PerkinElmer; 120s
acquisition, F/stop � 1, Binning � 8) instrument and Living
Image® software (PerkinElmer). Luminol sodium salt (5-amino-
2,3-dihydro-1,4-phthalazine-dione; 150 mg/kg) injection was
given i. p. in sterile PBS solution for MPO imaging. MPO
from neutrophil granulocytes produces reactive oxygen
species which interact with luminol and result in luminescent
signals which we measured 10 min after administration.
Luminescence was expressed as total radiance (total photon
flux/s) in identical Regions of Interests (ROIs) around the joints.

Inflammatory vascular leakage was evaluated by fluorescence
imaging with the Fluorescent Molecular Tomography (FMT)
2000 system (PerkinElmer Ltd.) using the 680 nm laser of the
equipment. A micellar formulation of the fluorescent IR-676 dye
(Spectrum-Info) dissolved in a 5w/v% aqueous solution of
Kolliphor HS 15 (polyethylene-glycol-15-hydroxystearate;
Sigma-Aldrich) was given i. v. in a 0.5 mg/kg dose under
ketamine-xylazine anesthesia. The measurement was carried
out 20 min afterward dye administration with fluorescence
expressed as the calculated amount of fluorophore (pmol)
(Botz et al., 2015) in identical Regions of Interests (ROIs)
around the ankle joints.

Tissue Preparation and Protocol for qPCR
L3-L5 lumbar spinal cord and the respective dorsal root ganglia
(DRG; total of six DRGs pooled per mouse) were obtained from
WT mice 6 days after treatment when behavioral results showed
the greatest difference between WT and Tac4−/− animals. Mice
were divided into three groups: K/BxN treated arthritic (n � 8),
BxN serum treated control (n � 5) and intact control (n � 7).
Spinal cord samples of Tac4−/− mice served as negative (n � 3),
while inguinal lymph nodes from WT mice served as positive
controls (n � 2).

Tissue samples were harvested after cervical dislocation and
placed immediately into 500 μL TRI reagent (Molecular Research
Center, Inc.), snap-frozen on dry ice, then stored on -80°C until
processing.

Tissue samples were thawed out on ice and homogenized in
TRI reagent. After homegenization, total RNA was extracted
using Direct-zol RNA MicroPrep (Zymo Research) according
to the manufacturer’s instructions (Aczél et al., 2020). The
quantity of the extracted RNA was examined using Nanodrop
ND-1000 Spectrophotometer V3.5 (Nano-Drop Technologies,
Inc.). RNA samples were treated with dnase I in order to
remove contamining genomic DNA, and 500 ng of RNA was
reverse transcribed into cDNA using High Capacity cDNA
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Reverse Transcription Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific).
SensiFAST™ Probe Lo-ROX Kit (Meridiane Bioscience,
Memphis, United States) was used according to the manual in
the QuantStudio five Real-Time PCR System (Thermo Fisher
Scientific). Transcripts of the reference gene glucuronidase beta
(Gusb, Kecskés et al., 2020) and the target gene Tac4 were
evaluated using FAM-conjugated specific probes
(Mm01197698_m1, and Mm00474083_m1 respectively,
Thermo Fisher Scientific). The gene expression was calculated
using ΔΔCt method (Pfaffl, 2001).

Primary Cultures of Trigeminal Ganglion
(TG) Neurons
TG cultures were prepared from neonatal NMRI mice. Ganglia
were excised in ice-cold phosphate-buffered saline (PBS),
incubated in PBS containing collagenase Type XI (1 mg/ml)
and then in PBS with deoxyribonuclease I (1,000 units/ml) for
8 min. Cells were plated on poly-D-lysin-coated glass coverslips
in a medium containing Dulbecco’s-Modified Eagle Medium-
low glucose (D-MEM), 5% horse serum, 5% newborn calf
serum, 5% fetal bovine serum, 0.1% penicillin-streptomycin,
200 ng/ml nerve growth factor (NGF). Cells were maintained at
37°C in a humidified atmosphere with 5% CO2 (Szoke et al.,
2010).

Ratiometric Technique of Intracellular Free
Calcium Concentration ([Ca2+]i)
Measurement with the Fluorescent
Indicator Fura-2 AM.
One-two-day-old neurons were incubated for 30 min at 37°C
with 1 µM of fluorescent Ca2+ indicator dye, fura-2-AM. Cells
were washed with extracellular solution (ECS). Calcium
transients were detected with microfluorimetry as described
elsewhere (Szoke et al., 2010). Fluorescent imaging was
performed with an Olympus LUMPLAN FI/x20 0.5 W water
immersion objective and a digital camera (CCD, SensiCam
PCO) and a Monochromator (Polychrome II., Till Photonics)
(generated light: 340 and 380 nm, emitted light: 510 nm). Axon
Imaging Workbench 2.1 (AIW, Axon Instruments) software
was used, R � F340/F380 was monitored, data were subsequently
processed by the Origin software version 7.0 (Originlab Corp.).
Ratiometric response peak magnitude was measured. Capsaicin
(330 nM), AITC (100 µM), HK-1 (500 nM, 1 µM) and SP
(500 nM, 1 µM) were administered during the experiments.
CP99994, AMG 9810 and HC 030031 were administered in
10 µM concentration.

Drugs and Chemicals
AITC (Sigma) was dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)
(Sigma) to obtain 10 mM stock solution. Further dilutions
were made with ECS solution to reach final concentrations of
100 μM. Capsaicin (Sigma) was dissolved in DMSO to obtain
a 10 mM stock solution. Further dilutions were made with
ECS or Hank’s solution to reach final concentrations of 330
or 100 nM, respectively. Penicillin-streptomycin was

purchased from Gibco. D-MEM-low glucose, collagenase
type XI, deoxyribonuclease I, horse serum, newborn calf
serum, fetal bovine serum, poly-D-lysine, glycine, NGF,
pertussis toxin (PTX), SP, HK-1 were purchased from
Sigma. CP99994, AMG 9810 and HC 030031 were
purchased from Tocris.

Statistical Analysis
The treatments were not randomized within cages to prevent
control animals from harming the arthritic animals. Results are
expressed as the means ± SEM of n � 6–10 mice per group in case
of in vivo functional tests. Data obtained in these experiments
were analyzed with repeated measures two-way ANOVA
followed by Bonferroni’s post-test with GraphPad Prism 5
software. In all cases p < 0.05 was accepted as statistically
significant.

RESULTS

HK-1 Mediates Mechanical Hyperalgesia,
Paw Edema and Decrease in Heat
Threshold in Chronic Immune Arthritis
Compared to pre-treatment control values, a significant decrease
in pain threshold developed in WT mice by the 5th day of the
experiment (-33.5 ± 4.1%). This spontaneously resolved by the
end of the 3rd week. Tac4−/− mice showed significantly milder
decrease in the pain threshold (-19.4 ± 3.8% on day 5) throughout
the entire experiment (Figure 1A). The decrease in heat threshold
began in WT mice at the 4th day (47.6 ± 1.3°C) and was
significantly less severe in Tac4−/− mice (50.6 ± 0.8°C)
(Figure 1B).

Paw edema developed by the 3rd day of the experiment
(43.8 ± 7.2% in WT), and spontaneously resolved by 2 weeks
after serum administration with significantly milder edema
seen in Tac4−/− mice (Figure 1C). Decrease in cold tolerance,
body weight and time spent on grid occurred in the
experiment, but gene deletion resulted in no difference
(Figures 1D–F). Change in mechanonociceptive threshold,
arthritis score, paw volume, cold tolerance, body weight and
time spent on grid in NK1R deficient mice showed no
difference compared to WT mice (Supplementary
Figure S1).

HK-1 Decreases MPO-Activity in K/BxN
Serum-Transfer Arthritis
Tac4−/− mice showed a marked increase in MPO-activity 2 days
after serum administration (6,16 × 105 ± 6,83 × 104 p/s),
whereas in WT mice it became significant on the 4th day
(409,917 ± 56729) (Figure 2A). An increase in plasma
extravasation was detectable in both groups on the 2nd and
6th day, but no effect of the gene-deletion could be observed
(Figure 2B). Representative pictures of MPO-activity can be
seen on Figure 2C.
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HK-1 Increases Histopathological Arthritis
Severity
On the 14th day of the experiment WT mice had a severity score
of 4.0 ± 0.5 out of a maximum of nine points, while Tac4−/− mice
had a significantly lower score of 2.5 ± 0.5 (Figure 3).

Tac4 mRNA Expression in DRG and Spinal
Cord
Tac4 mRNA showed a stable expression in the DRG throughout
the experiment, with a slight, non-significant decrease on day 6
(Supplementary Figure S3). In dorsal spinal cord samples, Tac4

specific signals were not detectable. The specificity of the reaction
was proved by using inguinal lymph nodes as positive control.
RNA samples of Tac4−/− mice served as negative controls, in
which samples we did not observe any amplification products
with the applied probes.

HK-1 Mediates Mechanical Hyperalgesia
and Knee Edema in MCT-Induced Acute
Monoarthritis
Mechanical hyperalgesia developed inWTmice 2 days after MCT
administration (-11.8 ± 4.0%), while knee edema developed on
the 4th day (13.3 ± 1.6). Both parameters were significantly less

FIGURE 1 | Change in mechanonociceptive threshold (A), heat threshold (B), paw volume (C), cold tolerance (D), body weight (E) and time spent on grid (F) in K/
BxN serum-induced arthritis of wild type (WT) and hemokinin-1-deficient (Tac4−/−) mice in comparison with BxN serum-treated non-arthritic groups (n � 4–10 per group;
*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 vs. arthritic WT, repeated measures two-way ANOVA + Bonferroni’s post test).
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severe in Tac4−/− mice. Increase in blood flow was detectable in
the first 40 min after treatment but showed no significant
difference between the groups (Figure 4).

HK-1 Mediates Mechanical Hyperalgesia
and Knee Edema, but Decreases MPO
Activity in CFA-Induced Subacute Knee
Inflammation
Mechanical hyperalgesia and knee edema were detectable 2, 6 and
24 h after the CFA administration. Tac4−/− mice had a
significantly milder mechanical hyperalgesia at every time
point and less severe knee edema at 24 h. Tac4−/− mice
showed a significant increase in MPO-activity (457,125 ±
94397) (Figure 5). Changes in mechanonociceptive threshold

and knee volume did not show significant difference to WT mice
in NK1R deficient mice (Supplementary Figure S2).

HK-1 Directly Activates Primary
Nociceptive Sensory Neurons
First, the effects of HK-1 and SP were investigated. Both peptides
in 500 nM (Figures 6A–E) and SP in 1 µM concentration (data
not shown) had no effect on Ca2+-influx, but 1 μM HK-1 caused
remarkable Ca2+-influx (R � 0.67 ± 0.07) in 26.39 ± 4.5% of the
neurons (19 out of 72). In the next step, we investigated the
mechanism of HK-1 action and the characteristics of the Ca2+-
signal. The NK1 receptor antagonist CP99994 did not influence
the HK-1 response, 20.93 ± 3.8% of the cells (9 out of 43)
responded with Ca2+-influx (R � 0.62 ± 0.08). This was

FIGURE 2 | Quantitative evaluation of MPO-activity (A) and IR-676 dye extravasation (B) in K/BxN arthritogenic serum-treated wild type (WT) and hemokinin-1-
deficient (Tac4−/−) mice. Representative images of MPO-activity (C). Box plots demonstrate medians with the upper and lower quartiles and all individual data points; n �
6–12 per group; *p < 0.05 vs. WT, ##p < 0.01, ###p < 0.001 vs. control (one-way ANOVA + Bonferroni’s post test).
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similar in neurons of NK1R gene-deleted mice (21.4 ± 3.5%, nine
out of 42 responsive cells, R � 0.49 ± 0.04). The G-protein-
coupled receptor (GPCR) blocker PTX influenced neither the
ratio of the responding neurons (24.49 ± 3.6%; 12 out of 49) nor
the extent of the response (R � 0.74 ± 0.03) to HK-1. In order to
investigate potential HK-1-induced Ca2+-release from
intracellular stores as a consequence of PTX-insensitive GPCR
mechanism, we did measurements using Ca2+ free ECS. No Ca2+-
signal was detected in this condition indicating that HK-1 evokes
Ca2+-influx from the extracellular space. The response to HK-1
was detected in the presence of the TRPV1 antagonist AMG8910,
22.7 ± 4% of the cells (5 out of 22) responded with Ca2+-influx (R
� 0.7 ± 0.28) and the TRPA1 antagonist HC 030031, 19.2 ± 4.7%
of the cells (5 out of 26) responded with Ca2+-influx (R �
0.32 ± 0.26).

In the next experiment four or five repeated treatments of
capsaicin on the same cultured sensory neurons were performed,
and the effect of 500 nM HK-1 and SP was investigated on
capsaicin-evoked Ca2+-influx. The first application of 330 nM
capsaicin induced transient Ca2+-accumulation which gradually
decreased in response to the second capsaicin stimulus due to

TRPV1 (transient receptor potential cation channel subfamily V
member 1) desensitization. Meanwhile, both HK-1 and SP
administered in separate cultures after the second capsaicin
stimulus diminished the desensitization as shown by the third
and fourth capsaicin-evoked responses (Figures 6F–I).

DISCUSSION

Here we provide the first evidence for an important role of HK-1
in pain transmission using different arthritis models. This is likely
to be mediated by direct activation of primary sensory neurons
via NK1R-independent, PTX-insensitive, but extracellular Ca2+-
dependent mechanism. Besides its key importance in pain
development, HK-1 has a complex regulatory function in joint
inflammatory processes: it mediates edema formation and
histopathological alterations including inflammatory cell
accumulation, but inhibits early neutrophil/macrophage-
dependent MPO-activity increase in the chronic model.

K/BxN induced arthritis is a widely accepted chronic passive
transfer disease model (Malcangio, 2020), MCT is an important

FIGURE 3 | Representative histopathological pictures of safranin O-stained tibiotarsal joint showing ×100 and ×200 magnifications with 500 and 200 µm scale
bars, respectively. ti � tibia, ta � tarsus, s � synovium (A). Semiquantitative histopathological score of K/BxN serum treated wild type (WT) and hemokinin-deficient
(Tac4−/−) arthritic mice in comparison with non-arthritic controls. Box plots demonstrate the medians with upper and lower quartiles of n � three to five per group (*p <
0.05 vs. WT, Mann-Whitney test) (B).
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local mediator of inflammation (Kobayashi and Okunishi, 2002),
mediating its effects through sensory neurons (Borbély et al.,
2016), and acute CFA (Billiau and Matthys, 2001) induced
arthritis is initiated by macrophages. Using these three
methods we could obtain a more detailed picture on how HK-
1 influences the development of joint inflammation and
related pain.

The deficiency of HK-1, but not the NK1R resulted in
significantly decreased swelling in the acute models and also in
the early phase of the chronic experiment. Plasma leakage was not
altered by HK-1 on days 2 and 6, but only venular fenestration and
dye extravasation at the timepoints of the examination can be
detected with the applied in vivo fluorescent imaging technique

(Botz et al., 2015). This is one component of the edema formation,
but it does not exclusively explain paw swelling differences at the
respective observation timepoints mainly due to different kinetics
of the different components of the vascular changes (vasodilation
and leakage). We found no difference in edema formation in the
chronic adjuvant-induced active immunization-based model in
HK-1 or NK1R deficient mice (Borbély et al., 2013), therefore,
the edemogenic action of HK-1 seems to develop in a much earlier
phase of the inflammatory process. The arteriolar vasodilation and
microcirculation-increase was not affected either by HK-1-deletion
in theMCT-model, which suggests that HK-1 is not a predominant
regulator of the vascular (Borbély et al., 2013) functions.

Cellular inflammatory response in the chronic arthritis model,
as shown by the histopathological arthritis score, was significantly
reduced in HK-1-deficient mice. These results are supported by
the well-established immunoregulatory role of HK-1. B-cells play
an important role in RA, restricting their function has been
shown to ameliorate autoimmune arthritis (Tóth et al., 2019),
and HK-1 plays a critical role in the development of these cells
(Zhang et al., 2000). It also influences monocyte/macrophage
development (Berger et al., 2007) and neutrophils in vitro
(Klassert et al., 2008), which play a role in arthritis
development (Smith and Haynes, 2002). We found that
despite reduced functional and morphological inflammatory
alterations, MPO increase related to neutrophil and
macrophage activation occurred earlier (on day 2) in the
absence of HK-1. This virtual contradiction can be explained
by data showing that although MPO is generally known as a
mediator of tissue damage and inflammation, it has been shown
to prevent inflammation as well (Arnhold and Flemmig, 2010).
The elevation of MPO especially in the early phase of the
inflammatory cascade is considered to be protective, though
the mechanism is not well understood. MPO products have
been suggested to downregulate innate immunity, facilitate the
switch to adaptive immunity and inhibit T-cell reponses
(Prokopowicz et al., 2012). We have seen similar relation
between elevated MPO and decreased inflammatory
parameters in a previous study (Horváth et al., 2016). Since
HK-1 and MPO are both produced by neutrophils, they might
have direct interactions, but these have not yet been studied.
There is limited evidence about the involvement of HK-1 in pain
which, in agreement with our present results, found it to be pro-
nociceptive. Intracerebroventricular administration of low dose
(1–10 pmol) HK-1 caused nocifensive behavior, while high dose
(≥0.1 nmol) caused analgesia, all of which could be counteracted
by an NK1R antagonist, as well as opioid antagonists (Fu et al.,
2005). Other studies have shown that lumbar intrathecal
administration of 0.1 nmol HK-1 caused pain reaction in mice
which could be inhibited by an NMDA receptor antagonist
(Watanabe et al., 2016), but not an NK1R antagonist
(Watanabe et al., 2010). These results suggest that high doses
of HK-1 might have non-specific actions resulting in divergent
outcomes. Our earlier paper provided evidence that HK-1 has an
important role in neuropathic pain and microglia activation
(Hunyady et al., 2019). Other studies found that HK-1 mRNA
expression increases in the dorsal spinal cord of neuropathic rats
which could be blocked by inhibiting microglia activation and

FIGURE 4 | Changes in mechanonociceptive threshold (A), knee
diameter (B) and blood flow (C) in mast cell tryptase-induced acute arthritis of
wild type (WT) and hemokinin-1-deficient (Tac4−/−) mice. Data points
demonstrate the means ± SEM of n � 5–10 per group; *p < 0.05, **p <
0.01, ***p < 0.001 vs. WT (repeated measures two-way ANOVA +
Bonferroni’s post test).
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alleviating pain (Matsumura et al., 2008). Our current results show
that HK-1 mediates both the early inflammatory pain, and the late
neuropathic-type pain in arthritis observed during the 3rd week of
the K/BxN experiment (Christianson et al., 2010), while other
studies showed the activation of spinal microglia in experimental
arthritis (Agalave et al., 2014). Earlier findings showed significantly
decreased HK-1 mRNA in the DRG in the collagen antibody
induced arthritis (CAIA) mouse model (Makino et al., 2012),
which is in agreement with the tendency we demonstrated in
the present paper, although the decrease was not statistically
significant due to individual variations. Joint inflammation was
alleviated by NK1R antagonists in the CAIA model, while the pain
could only be inhibited by indomethacin. In agreement with these
findings we have also showed that theNK1 receptor does not play a
role in arthritic pain, however, we conclude that HK-1 might be an
important mediator in an NK1R-independent manner by directly
activating primary sensory neurons.

Despite little information about HK-1 in pain and arthritis, the
best-known member of the tachykinin family, SP, and the NK1R
have been thoroughly investigated in these conditions
(Zieglgänsberger, 2019). It is well established that SP via NK1R
activation is involved in pain, which initiated considerable
pharmacological research in this field. Despite the proof-of-
concept of SP as a pain mediator, unfortunately, NK1R-
antagonists have failed as analgesics in clinical trials (Botz et al.,
2017), suggesting a yet unknown mechanism that can circumvent
NK1R-targeted approaches. SPmediates chondrocyte differentiation
in cell cultures (Millward-Sadler et al., 2003) and vasodilation in
arthritic mice (Keeble et al., 2005) through the NK1 receptor. SP-like

immunoreactivity was shown to increase in the primary sensory
neurons of dorsal root ganglia (DRG) of arthritic mice (Willcockson
et al., 2010), but the number of sensory nerve fibers of the arthritic
joint capsule, that are the main sources of SP, decreased (Buma et al.,
2000). Since SP andHK-1 cannot be differentiated by immunological
methods, it is possible that these immunohistochemistry data
referred (at least partially) to HK-1 expression.

In order to explore the direct effect and mechanism of action of
HK-1, we did further studies on cultured primary sensory neurons.
HK-1, but not SP, induced Ca2+-influx into these neurons. HK-1-
induced direct Ca2+-influx could be seen during PTX administration
and also in sensory neurons derived from NK1R−/− animals. The
main finding of our experiments was that the Ca2+-influx was
coming from the extracellular space in an NK1R-independent
manner since the signal disappeared in Ca2+-free extracellular
solution. It suggests an ion channel-coupled receptorial
mechanism, but not TRPV1- or TRPA1-mediated mechanism,
since the TRPV1 receptor antagonist AMG9810 and the TRPA1
receptor antagonist HC 030031 did not influence the HK-1-induced
Ca2+ influx response. Furthermore, even lower concentrations of
both HK-1 (similarly to SP) diminished desensitization of the
TRPV1 receptor that upon repeated capsaicin administration
could also contribute to the peripheral pain generating and
maintaining effect of HK-1. The neuronal activating potential of
HK-1 is supported by earlier data showing the ability of HK-1 to
evoke direct post-synaptic activation of cholinergic hippocampal
neurons in a tetrodotoxin-resistant manner. However, unlike
sensory neurons, this response was not inhibited in Ca2+-fee
media and was similar to the effect of SP (Morozova et al., 2008).

FIGURE 5 | Changes in mechanonociceptive threshold (A), AP knee diameter (B), and MPO-activity (C) in CFA-induced acute arthritis of WT and HK-1-deficient
(Tac4−/−) mice. Data points demonstrate the means ± SEM (A), (B) or medians with upper and lower quartiles of n � 8–15 per group; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001
vs. WT, ###p < 0.001 vs. control (repeated measures two-way ANOVA + Bonferroni’s post test; for MPO activity: one-way ANOVA + Bonferroni’s post test).
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FIGURE 6 | Effect of HK-1 and SP in cultured primary sensory neurons. Change in the fluorescence ratio (R � F340/F380) in HK-1-sensitive cells (•) is presented.
C: HK-1 and PTX co-administration,◆: fluorescence signal in neurons from NK1R−/− animals, ○: HK-1 and CP99994 NK1 receptor antagonist administration, □: HK-1
and AMG9810 TRPV1 receptor antagonist, ■: HK-1 and HC 030031 TRPA1 receptor antagonist. No signal was detected in Ca2+-free extracellular solution. N � 19–49
cells/group (A). The percentage of responsive cells to HK-1, HK-1+PTX, HK-1 in Ca2+-free condition, HK-1+NK1 receptor antagonist CP99994 and HK-1 in TG
from NK1R−/− animals, HK-1 + TRPV1 receptor antagonist AMG9810 and HK-1 + TRPA1 receptor antagonist HC 030031 is presented. Ca2+-responses are presented
in % of total number of examined neurons. N � 19–49 cells per group (B). Original Ca2+-imaging registrations after HK-1 administration. Increases of R � 340/380
fluorescence in fura-2 loaded cultured TG neurons (C). Original Ca2+-imaging registrations after HK-1 administration in TG neurons from NK1 gene deficient mice (D).
Original Ca2+-imaging registrations after HK-1 administration in Ca2+-free solution (E). Effect of HK-1 on capsaicin-induced Ca2+-influx. Increases of R � 340/380
fluorescence in fura-2 loaded neurons are presented, **p < 0.01, NS (vs. caps1, one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple comparison post hoc test, n � 16) (F). Effect
of HK-1 on capsaicin-induced Ca2+-influx. Original Ca2+-imaging registrations after capsaicin and HK-1 administration (G). Effect of SP on capsaicin-induced Ca2+-
influx. Increases of R � 340/380 fluorescence in fura-2 loaded neurons are presented, ***p < 0.001, NS (vs. caps1, one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple
comparison post hoc test, n � 17) (H). Effect of SP on capsaicin-induced Ca2+-influx. Original Ca2+-imaging registrations after capsaicin and SP administration (I).
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Some limitations of the present study are that we only performed
our experiments onmale mice to avoid the influencing factors of the
estrus cycle and that we could detect HK-1 neither qualitatively by
immunohistochemistry nor quantitatively by immune assays due to
the lack of antibodies able to differentiate it from SP.

In conclusion, we provide the first evidence using three
different mouse models mimicking distinct mechanisms of
rheumatoid arthritis and integrative methodology (functional,
in vivo optical imaging, cell cultures) that HK-1 mediates several
arthritic inflammatory mechanisms and pain by direct activation
of primary sensory neurons not via its classical NK1 receptor. The
main translational value is that we modeled the late neuropathic
component of arthritic pain related to neuropathic mechanisms
without inflammatory symptoms and describe the involvement of
HK-1 in this process. These findings add to the growing evidence
that HK-1 has another, so far unidentified target initiating further
research in this direction.
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GLOSSARY

AITC allyl isothiocyanate

CAIA collagen antibody induced arthritis

CFA complete Freund’s adjuvant

DMARD disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs

D-MEM Dulbecco’s-Modified Eagle Medium-low glucose

DMSO dimethyl sulfoxide

DPE dynamic plantar esthesiometer

DRG dorsal root ganglion

ECS extracellular solution

GPCR G-protein-coupled receptor

HK-1 hemokinin-1

i.p. intraperitoneal

i.v. intravenous

KO knockout

MCT mast cell tryptase

MPO Myeloperoxidase

NGF nerve growth factor

NK1R tachykinin neurokinin-1 receptor

NK2R tachykinin neurokinin-2 receptor

NK3R tachykinin neurokinin-3 receptor

NMDA N-metil-d-aspartic acid

NSAID nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs

PAR2 protease-activated receptor two

PBS phosphate-buffered saline

PCR Polymerase chain reaction

PTX pertussis toxin

RA rheumatoid arthritis

ROI region of interest

SP substance P

Tac4 preprotachykinin-4 gene

Tacr1 tachykinin receptor one gene, encodes NK1R

TG trigeminal ganglion

TRPA1 transient receptor potential cation channel subfamily A member one

TRPV1 transient receptor potential cation channel subfamily V
member one

WT wild type
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